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By PEGGIE ROWAND 
More than 500 new registered 
voters brought out by Loyd Burdon 
and campaign workers tipped the 
scales in his favor Saturday, giving 
the 32-year-old candidate victory in 
Sidney’s mayoralty race over 
incumbent Norma Sealey.
The machine sparked into motion 
by Burdon’s supporters contacted 
some 1,000 people by phone in 10 
days with a dozen people working 
six hours a day on three phone line. 
The mayop-elect said carripaign 
workers carrie ‘‘from the right and 
the left, from the young to the old
cent in 1981.
Town administrator Geoff Logan 
said the more than 500 new 
registered voters who turned up on 
polling day made it one of the 
“hardest working elections” he had 
ever experienced. Some of the 
people who voted had lived here 10 
years and never voted before, he 
added.
Burdon — who takes office Dec. 
5 — said he has three priorities in 
the coming year. The first is to sort 
out the “whole mess of the couplet 
and resolve that issue”, next comes 
the proposed breakwater which he
—: a real cross section of the hopes to negotiate with Sidney 
community;’’ - P Breakwater Development Ltd. and ^
Burdon described the “machine” then the budget . Burdon said he felt
aa a Vspontaiieous gathering’’ that it was important to “keep a steady
i: flocked to his cause'representing a keel” for the next two years, getting 
grassroots feeling in the cornmunity. management of the town “back into ^
- He polled T,360 votes to S
858, was ahead from the beginning He also promised to “make a 
of the count and stayed there. damn good effort at lowering taxes
His victory came over the couplet next year. I think we can do it —
issue — people felt they had a right there’s a lot of money sitting in bank
to have a say in the controversial accounts and not being used.” 
traffic plan, Burdon said Monday. He also intends to sit down with
“Some wanted the one-way couplet Finance Minister Hugh Curtis and
but voted for me because they still find out where the minister stands I
................. . „ . . Victory smile from Sidney mavor-elect Loyd Burdon. Nell North and wife Lynn
referendum, he said. During his referendum? Burdon queried. ^ •
.'.cimnoitrn RnrHrtn nrnmicpH SiHnpv During the provincial election last _ ««ca paig Burdo pro ised id ey
residents a referendum on the May Curtis announced he would
couplet while Sealey and three withhold the government’s share of ^
aldermen — John Calder, Stan funding for the couplet pending a i g J
Bamford and Norm McCandlish — referendum.
voted 4-3 in council not to hold one. On the marina breakwater
Calder was returned to office, proposed by Sidney Breakw'atcr a mi a i rrwiM
Bamford was defeated and Development Ltd. Burdon said he
McCandlishopt^ wants to pursue the idea of a 1 hems some new blood on
Aid. Jim Lang topped the poll partnership between council and the Central Saanich council following
with 1,440 votes. Aid. Ben Ethier company with the town building a Saturday’s municipal election and
i wais closci ;be^ port; and the firm a: bfeakivater- ; MV's ■— who made a plea ;
newcdnief ^ polled 1.099, marina. However, he said he still recently to break up “the inner
Calder 1,072, and newcomers feels the town should not part with chib’’that had formed there 
Johanna'Coward W foreshore lease — one of the - ^ "
businessman Don Phillips, 1,053. conditions imposed by Sidney New lace on council wilU be
Breakwater. Brentwood Bay lawyer Rod
1,025 votes; Bamford t>017, Bob Continued oh Page A2
3; ■Ward,'; 98 l.;:and''John3Pedlo>y,?067.f'';''''"'3 i 
;Spooner said Monday he may ask : 
for a recount, There were 18 
rejected ballots.
possible 4,280, making a 52.1 per ; 
cent turnout coh'iparcd with 4^^ per
Murray Sharalt Photo
Aid. Dick Sharpe, defeated in the r
on council, told The Review 
; : M ;
with the “old blood” and that he’ll
. ,',be.baciv.v,.
“I will run again, most certainly.
; ^council ,by acclamation if I can help
a ^shocker'
.V C/ two ■ VV 111 m> . w^dl11 ^ L/wTL JLvClIVVwl' 11 ClU' a ' f ; v V..
voles. Cloake Hill developers may have
The voter turnout was six per cent ^o pay $38,000 in development 
higher this year at 24.78 per cent as Permit application fees after council
compared with 19 per cent last time stumbled upon a little- known
and the total number of voters prerequisite in a municipal bylaw 
casting ballots was 1398. Monday night.
North Saanich incumbents Jim




Gumming and Alan Cornford were^^ - » d^o aaa >
dumped Saturday. Newcomer “ddtttonal $J8,000 tee was a
aldermen are Rebecca Vermeer, who >o cottncl as well as
lopped Ihc polls With ,992 voles, “Pokes.uan for
Richard Hcrlinvcaux with 776 and :
Uoyd Harrop who received 764 „ &lterwood pointed out
vv^ ' the prerequisite and said, “It is quite
-,.',3 '.'.y'.-vyy^t^leart tliai'dt?S--'appllcablC;''i'WC'; tfow;-"*--
have a question of applying ilte
scat, was defeated in his bid for However. Sherwood sai.l he 
....r.r.,. I , f IV / c/ aldcrinaii with 725 votes- while couldn’t understand why “our
. NlCH Shdipe Climniingj, W’hb bngiha ly said he I-nwer hadn’t found this — but insi
In the meantime Shari^c said he . , . he U be hack would not run again,; took^'5 because he’s been remiss is no
11 hf> «iiu V no nh osonhv-at the ....................................................... . - • - • . . . oceHUSt nc ?, uccii is ^nu ^ ,
„d and f.|f.ar was rciison for US to bc SO.”lid and clear defeated with 729 votes. shocker, said Sherwood,
MlihieMnal luldinu he eohldn’t see that ihi*
1 *
SiiililiSM
'.^ti> ■ ., '
- t^t, >r.'t }■ f ■ .1, . ■. ■’>,'.9 ■■' 'j'-i ■: ;
..........
i,;;
will Vbe studying philosophy at the ? . ;
By MURRAY SHARRA'IT - University of Victoria, “I'hc message was lonel t
The bodies of two scuba divers Lewis said MacDonald ran a good from the public. People wanted 'JJ."": . clerk Tonv Green addin« hesee that the 
miKins since Nov. .S in the .Saanich can,paiitu and that a fresh outlook rcportctl the voter turnout wus bylaw-precludesauyune." ' '
Mil mils Saiiirdav with 967 votes almost identical lo that of last year ’’This is the very fiist time thi,s
btillots point has ever c '
issi g i  
' Inlet were fo^ on, council will be an asset.
search dive by the Insiiiute of Ocean “1 hope all «bc other muck is puL u iwlls gSantrdayjo W^ .an we hnvtf '
Sciences submersible, Pisc^ on the back burner and that we cun incumbent Ruth Atnatid trailed ' 'A’. . .
TMvit.: Andrnw Sharnc; 23; oL- the second with 913 and nr'Wwinier liod
. VI''" "I S' L '■ ii'
Norma Sealey will take a 
;:;-'vvcll-earncd":;fest,,vhnd^efij6y;''a;;';;.
holiday when Aid. Loyd 
■;»: Burdon'jtakey. oyer' pec>;S.'; The, 
defeated mayor say.s she 
wouldn't have “done it 
3'(lifferenily“''a'bd 'has'hbTeRret's''''
: :;;And'’she;;wdn''t:be bacikiir-Tbat;''.; 
'thnplcr;:'of;:h.j»tyh:lircj-'jk,;,clpsecl,';''=: 
;,iicaicy;'-said:-"M'onday,;;.bpiiorik';', 
site; will be corisidcring irt the 
;Tjitbrcijnclude:a'pdssjble'feium,s 
to university and a business 
venture.
Di ers e pe, , f all get oit with running 
Victoria and Blake Morrison, 33, of municipality.
Dawson City, failed to snrrace after .......... ..............
a dive off Henderson Point near 
Brentwood Bay.
The bodies were found V and 
recovered by the Pisces at about 
feet of water not 
far frorn where they were last seen 
‘by a third uninjured diver the day of ; 
the incident.
Alan Cornford, chief of Ocean 




*v TheVscarcliT was -launched^al'The
ewcom 1 
l^acpoirald garnered 867 yotes.
48 percent uirnoui. .,nlready made paymemt relative to
UC A3 Conllniicd on Page A3Cpit 11 nlied bn I*age
' request' Of : Cciitral Sannielv poliee 
;:''';'"bhier7‘:''Bol>''‘';'Milcs.''7'Tony'';:"Fitchb^
-'s-:'s,'nssistani-,i -■ marine ■hO-supcrinicndentv 
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conducted by the chief coroners ^
Last year the R And we’re btognining on that distfibuiion ot toys.
close to $12,000 and through assistance to those who most left at T he Review office, 2367
the great geitcrosity of the need it in theconiintmily. Bcticon Ave, The office is also a
cotnmunity >■- which gave Once again, the campaign dt op-off foi nmi-perlshublc
handsamciy;:Tn'^hard:Aintcs represents'-a'..:rcal;,;-'tcain';'cfi7)tt.";;,lbad,'and't0yS,7,
b'hs al'lc to provide Christmas T'lic Peninsula C’(Mnnninily Tf'ioil may be ielt at the PGA
ja'u'* «■''Mrk li'UtAvfe 1 AH 4 'U.,. 'iRuf'■ ‘ fit'-
A surplus irom ilie fund — year is riglii tip front I lalalgtir .Siiuaic,
administered by tire l.ion.s —■ and will bc gallteiing a list of Kivvatiis will be accepting
went to help needy people people needing help (sec the both neb and renewable toys
dm ing the K'lmtindei of llw ;>v.at luitn on p,nn; v) .nw baincy vslt’,i.li Ik dioppcJ off ,U
and provides a start to this Kiwanls have offered to (,'emittl Saimicli and bJorth -
yc,ar‘scampaign. oigani/c the collection and Sitattlclt municipal
I," office Jn-Yietbrife:;;;;:
3 .’I'",
Parkland land N 
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Memorial Park is owned jointly by Sidney and North 
Saanich but, for 15 years or more, the town has been 
carrying the tax load, Sidney committee of the whole were 
told Monday night. Accordingly, it decided not to pass the 
usual tax exemption bylaw but to leave the matter open for
the moment. - .
Aid. Ben Ether said the tax exemption was,.in reality, a 
grant amounting this year to about $15,000 which the town 
was making annually, despite the fact that it had on its 
books a no-grant policy.
By this grant Sidney was encouraging North Saanich^to 
continue its policy of accepting no financial responsibility 
despite its partial ownership. Ethier said accepting full' 
responsibility had cost Sidney some $47,000 in lost taxes 
between 1976 and 1981.
“The people of North Saanich come to Sanscha Hall,” 
said Ethier, and raise hell. If they wanted to raise hell on 
;property maintained entirely by Sidney they should^^be 
prepared to “put their money where their mouths were.”
:-d
CANADA B fr E W A Y L I M I T E O
PRICES EFFECTIVE NOV. 21 TO NOV. 26,1983
WEST COAST 
HI-PRESSURE STEAM CLEANING
RESIDENTIAL — COMMERCIAL 
AUTOMOTIVE—- INDUSTRIAL 
MOBILE HOMES — MARINE
LoM pottery artist Ruth Scott attracted curious spectators while giving demonstration at pre- 
Christmas arts and craft show Nov. 19 at Saanichton Fairgrounds. What started as a hobby nine years
ago has turned into small profitable business says Scott's husband and partner, Lome.
./'/Murray'SharruU.Pliolo' /
FREE ESTI!1/!ATES
750 itiL Bottle , ’
jPlus Deposit)-C
6761 Kirkpatrick Cres;, 
Saanichton, B.C., VOS 1 MO 652-347©
Eed, breakfast
Continued from Page A1
tourist
As a free enterpriser, Burdon said he doesn’t buy the knowledge that
: idea that the town should build the breakwater-marina 1 c
“but we need the foreshore rights for public access and f
enjoyment.” The mayor-electTsaid his reasoning was .b^com ng^^^ ^a :
“purely practical, not philosophical - we cannot afford to to the tourist trade the
do it on our own. ■ , . ministry 61 municpal affairs
Burdon’s plan as mayor include: __________ attemnlinE , to put ;DUiUu  S) iciii ui ui iiic.i c*v. , ic ttp ti c t DUt
/- greater delegatioii of auth^ty. T^ere was no need ^ thera^et/^ guidelines- 
for a full time mayor, he said, adding there vvas a general J j governm^ts: tL / 
trend across the country for mayors to become too Sidney, aldermen were
involved in day-to-day administration. It was councils MnnHav niaht
business to set policy and guidelines and the "'Imiarzoni^n'g allowed 
administration’s task to carry out those instructions, he ^
added. . ... o accommodate two boarders >
He plans on spending one hour mornings between 8 a.m. ^
£ Fisill ijta/i an; hniir: latp artprnnnn . 5 = . ;and 9 a.m. at the town hall and an our late fter oo arid breakfest ^^
Mondays and Thursday, in addition to evening meetings. wbnle nuestion
restructing committees. Burdon wants to give ^^,Th= qu^esuon,
committees more resppnsibiht^andjsuggests-committee A - imnnrtant
next two years,” he said. The mayor-elect will also insist a
’ oh “better reports-froifi'cdfhmittee heads in the future.” 1 , ^
Lang will likely represent council on the Capital |
Regional District. Burdon said he was “interested in 
CRD” but because of his strong feelings on delegation of 
authority would not'be seeking to represent Sidney on the
He said he was glad Calder had been returned and 
welcomed him back on the new council.
He also charged “we’ve inherited a mess — council had 
had bad legal advice and made some bad decisions” and 
cited a piece of property on the west side of Pat Bay
draingage ditch across it, 
belonged to highways but the 4,0C 
land was held in trust for Sidney and North Saanich 
Community Hall Association, he claimed.
Burdon said his election as mayor was “a plum —• I’m 
excited about it and have a deep sense of satisfaction. We 
put it to the test. The highest court in the land spoke and 
lias given me a chance to do something.”
Lang said topping the poll Saturday was/Va 
mylife. Ifc'..................... ‘ ”
..., ' y > ,.........i,.„ ' I„’L .^ .1.'
m'mjKy’
Leave it to Sony lo take the 
confusion put of buying a high- 
quality stereo system, i^t Sony ^ 
flight audio engineers anti designers
painstakingly evaluate arid careftily 
L match each individual compdnent 
for optimum cdrnpatibility in £ 
i electronics, design, quality
and perforrriance.
The experts make all 
the difficult decisions, 
leaving you free " 
to boncentrate on the 
music.L
So, let Sony take the 
hassle put of high
We have a matched 
'sterepisiysteinTailmV:;,-'^ 
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C(M>mAltE PROMOTION ENDS 
PLEASE BRING IN YOUR TAPES
RADldiHACi In Your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store 
We Reserve the riRht
"/tri'Llmli'QuanUilei*
L-.b;;
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Wayne Fletcher outside building on Mills Rd, 
property sells.
The Sidney businessman says he'll relocate to Keating if
Murray Sltarralt Photo
Wayne Fletcher heads three companies from his Mills 
Rd., Sidney building but he doesn’t expect to be there 
much longer. Fletcher says the building is up for sale, he 
has an offer and if it goes through he intends to relocate his 
businesses in the Keating area.
Fletcher —^ who owns C.R. Disposal, a residential 
garbage pickup in North Saanich and Central Saanich; 
Cypress Disposal, industrial garbage disposal for southern 
Vancouver Island; and Jacwil Industries, a manufacturing 
company producing thermoformed plastic food service 
containers — says now he’s lost the garbage contract for 
Sidney he might as well move the balance of his business 
out of the Sidney area.
“If you can’t get local political support then you 
shouldn’t stay in business there, (in Sidney)’’ he says.
Fletcher lost out iiva bid for the garbage contract which 
was awarded to Harmuss Industries, a Victoria company 
whose bid was $157,000 below C.R. Disposal on a five- 
year contract. Fletcher claims Sidney will lose in the long 
riin. since his 26 employees would have spent close to $1.5 
million a year locally.
He fought Sidney council’s decision and raised a 300- 
signature petition supporting his stand but council stuck to 
its guns and the Harmuss Industries contract went 
through.
“We’ll just have to sit back and wait and see if the new
company performs, says Fletcher. He claims Harmuss 
Industries was only formed Sept. 16 to bid for the contract 
and that the two people who form the partnership have no 
past performance record.
He says if he relocates to Keating residents and 
merchants will lose their local “dumping station’’. More 
than 50 people daily take their refuse to C.R. Disposal on 
Mills and the company hauls it away to Hartland Rd. 
garbage dump. He says people will miss the service and will 
have lo go back to taking their own garbage to Hartland.
But if Fletcher is disappointed in losing the Sidney 
garbage contract and having to move to Keating there’s 
one bright spot — .lacwil Industries, which he purchased in 
August, is doing well. Fletcher did a market analysis to 
find out which area would provide the fa.stest growth — up 
until August growth had been fairly consianf but slow, he 
explains.
He chose the pacific northwest market and hired a man 
to do direct contract selling to all potential customers in the 
B.C., Washington and Oregon area.s.
“The response has been fantastic and by January, 1984' 
we will have started our first regular e.xport shipment to the 
U.S.’’ ■ ■
As a result of the increased business staff at Jacwil will 
rise from four to eight in January and hopefully 12 in July, 
he says. , , - ,
Bill Bouchard —• who manages marketing, water and although costly, saves fuel. As well, nothing can
communications, public relations and advertising for B.C. grow on the ship’s bottom, reducing the time a vessel
V Ferries Corporation and “fields the very few complaints’ ’ would spend in dock being cleaned.
told Saanich Peninsula chamber of commercer Nov. 17 Bouchard said a three-year union contract for B.G. Conlinued from Page A1
that plans laid down 10 years ago were “becoming final’’. Ferries’ workers was more flexible, provided for less matter,’’ said Galvert. But if the
He pointed to rebuilt ships which now carry between 300 overtime, reduced costs of services and “takes some money bylaw reads that way then he is 
and 400 cars instead of 100 — “doubling the capacity with from employees but they’ll have more time meet it”
! the same amburit of crewing’and productivity, “the buzz He gave no indication whether the hovermarine service r ^ A ; ^
* word of today’’. between Sidney and the Gulf Islands would be
.vns fhp'rnrnnari^nn Bouchard said the one-month trial neriod was siirressfiit eve Opmeil permi SU jcct ,tO
‘‘We are committed tb setting a 
very high standard here,’’ ; said ^ "
Calvert told council.
One way of measuring productivity was the comparison Bouchard said the one-month trial period was successful . r , , , ,
, ^ : i _ I : • , • examinations of the bylaw by the r
“We are very anxious to be 
imaginative and technically^" 
correct. We will be very careful on
‘Your full service pet store” 
‘Your pets happiness i ' 
is our business"
between 10 million passenger bnce,crewed by 2,500 fromlhepointof viewof people who used theservicebuf it -a,u,,,au ,,a. , cu o , o in , ; this septic issue. It is the challenge.”
t tbirds i-:aquariums : 
; small animals 7::
tropical fish 
pet & horse"supplies
Moni to Thurs tS Sat
■7.,79:;30"-?5-30;7::f
i ; personnel to the now 14 millioa passenger looked after by was costly and duplicated the ferries’ service. to ari
j just less than 2,000 employees, he said.^^^^^^^^^^^^ r^ ^ ^ eve opers i eeme amendment being added to the
i An advantage of the recession had been the impetus to answer’’ and he was “not sure B.C. Ferries will ever get necessary. permit stating that where there is a
i practice the craft of managing and to improve into the business of tourism facility. Our mandate should jin other discussion of the bylaw known risk ol downhill discharge of ; I ®
i productivity, he added. People had to learn “how to work leave room for private operations to get into business.” Aid. Edgar Farthing raised points of effluent from drainage fields the | «
; smarter” last year when B.C. Ferries faced massive subsidy One possibility for the future was paralleling the sewage disposal and asked for developer will provide alternative | 65S-331#
I cuts. There’s a need to plan for crewing in the future, highway with a fast passenger service, Bouchard said, further assurances from the .systems to the satisfaction ot the | Beacon Plaza
il. , -Ti rywr\ . . r* A i /A ■ t**i i « iri » 4-f aV*! ! ^ -fr ••r*.'!-.!.. i ir\ r\ ' ^4- •-*«» « » A •
Wit 'fa t r r i , r i , .ssur fr t  .ptem t t tis
esting a hovermarine from Sooke to Victoria with a opers. ea t epartment.
......?d highway and noted “we haven’t seen the
senger hovermarine.
lo U.o. Clew., lo LO 1,.;.^ lu uui “The Current Nanaimo-Vancouver hovermarine run YT?
added “anyone traveling on B.C. and U.S. ships can operated by Seaspeed “had nothing to do with B.C. P H fTtl ^
notice the diiference. Training was more than nuts and perries”, he said, explaining the company was charging ^
i2317: Beacon Ave;';
j; bolts and here in B.C. was the highest standard in the $19 for a one-hour trip and was “going after the business
world, he claimed, exceeding lederal regulations. market. It would serve people “who believe their time is of ® 1 « ®
He admitted the corporation was “slow” in the area of v-ipje ” * CS "S 'W®iOi I O b"!
passenger service but said the problem was costs. The Gulf " . " jLClfJi.1. J-
Island ferries cost $2,000 per year per resident and is a Fie told the chamber Expo ’86 will be of enormous
‘‘very highly subsidized operation^ but added he was npf ^9 .Vancouver Island and shouId attract 15 Central Saanich council relocate the fair but that
disagfoeing that there should be subsidies. million “site” visits, about five million from out of received a copy of a letter parking was a serious
Technological improvements • to fefries have made it P* FhC; Island is now part o 1 a new structure called Monday night 1 rom the problem and one that could
possible for'the captain at any one time to see exactly Islands 86, he said. Saanich Peninsula Farmers’ not be solved in ther
where he is and he can even ascertain how many feet the Something fairly new on board the ferries —- “on Jf*stitute stating directors Saanichton area; 
ship is away from the dock; Bouchards said. And if the board” advertising which started a year ago is bring in had rnpyed unanimously
ship is increasing speed by two knots hq can even work put $100,000 annually and machines on ferries provide j^'^P^ of^he concept of the Farrn would continue^^t^^
how much fuel will be consurned; ■ : $7()0;000 revenue a year. Bouchard added he’d like to see a North and South productive because
He cited another improvement — slippery green and children’s rophi and an assured ticket reservation program —
blue paint to the bottom Pf ships slides vessels through the in the future. Gumberland y F'arm ; parked on the property only
the fair was three days a year,
continued and enhanced by
Earlier at a Central 
; Saanl^^^ all-candidates
’Continued from Page A1 into ‘‘the nitty gritty heart alderman and " hospital on aldermen dand the
iP i-. things” in relation to board chairman after that,maypr. 1 just wish they ,
I pc nuclearpi^niarnent - aft'airs. And tltat Cuniming said he is itovr won ; iHi tr , thcmsclvcs^^^^^^
votegarncicd 1 «26din i^ypr —^f the bylaws dciei mined to “start sometime instcadt of 
and 301 against. and municipal act aswell as enjoying life after liaying plotting .schemes and other 
Rebecca committee details, she said, given too mucli time to shinannigans,” hesaid.
'' .............. “ 1- -1 .11, nlrlnrmoiv A (rin ;: (•Pmnllinil V nrAllt/'tlii '' • v AkF Hai’old Pat rol t AVaS .J Verniccr, who holds a T'ormer alder an lan co munity problems,” id, arold arrott was .
L masters degree in Cornford was out of town l-'ormer Mayor Jay elected mayor 
I economics, viewed her and unavailable for Rangel stepped down this acclamation.





! satisfaction Monday saying Cumming, a 2()-year
it was her “clear, direct' veteran of municipal future,
I stance” and promi.se of politics said the loss of their While wishing all 
“consultation through )\vo scats had a lot lo do newcomers to North 
ratepayers’ groups” which with “adverse publictv” Saanich politics the best of 
probably led to her before the election. hick he ttlso warns of the
substantial lead. The munieipalily’s first need to act “independently
-she promises to get reeve in 1965 and mayor. pyvnand answer; 
cbnscicnccs.” ;
‘‘North Sttanich has a 
'history.^ of/Antflvidtials/who,:. 
f try to exert their inriuchccp
SIX POINT ROOF TUNE Ul»
om smm





j Ndr|h ; Sfiattich council; concluded, ‘‘In the absence 
look exception \Iondqy of tttt iinmedlate respdhsc^^^ :̂ 
nigljt tn n pltor sent to the; ami J conarnitinemV ^ pburl 
iinunicipal' clerk from7 proceedings will coinihuej'’ I
Capital Regional District The clerk informed* 
:-| executive director B.E., council that the
, I Donght(m, thimicipiiliiy's response to
—pi,.takcAuriic,cxccpi,iuii tu'. jfic.,,, CRD.,..demand,...fur,., 
the tone of the leifcr,” said ■ tttpnics had hot yet hecn
Mayor .lay Rangel winuolil hrought before the CRD
council the board !'■ “trying board, 
to handle a \>olitical issne Council tnoved a leper he | 
^ sent inimediaidy to the
letter'.;,,reieirkd!.;Pu:y.hoipd7:,,siaihtg*-CAnpicil;:r'is;,**.: 
p federal: land i prtjyinctai,* ‘'awaiting the decision, ofp,
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The Rovlow wilf btf pu a 16 paejo Christmas carol Pooklol 
which will be available “f-fUlf:” ol t?,barge to all groups and organiza- 
: hons on the Peninsula,
: ’ This booklet is courlesy o| the advfirlisers displayed Ihrtroin
1,
' “A'"''-"-/
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS 
CAROL BOOKLET PHONE
Pleusc bc c.nnscfwjlivt* wlit'ii placing your oroei.
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The provincial-style politics practiced by
Sidney’s mayoralty winner Loyd Burdon have set a 
new standard for municipal elections and will likely 
be copied by future candidates if they think the 
issues important enough and the spoils worth the 
■■■ effort.'
No one can deny the success of the campaign or 
the tremendous support he garnered — both finan­
cial and in the form of volunteer workers — that 
enabled his machine to do the job of dragging out 
more than 500 voters who registered for the first 
time and included the aged and sick.
The result reflected organization, dedication and 
a great determination to win.
If Burdon brings that same determination to his 
job as mayor — and if he uses it wisely and to good 
purpose -— then he could accomplish rriuch.
Meanwhile, the mayor-elect who takes over Dec. 
5 faces some big problems. He has to resolve the
— decisions on
Sanscha property and expropriation — and he’s
60 YEARS AGO
From the Nov. 22, 1923, issue of The Review
A diving spear with a dial attachment that shows 
whether the spear point is touching gold or a base metal 
such as iron is used by divers in salvaging the 
$30,000,000 worth of gold bullion which dropped to the 
ocean bed when a German submarine sank the 
Laurentic off Dongegal, Ireland, in 1918. The hand 
moves to left of the zero mark when the spear is 
prodded against a piece of iron, copper or other base 
metal, but The when it touches gold the dial swings 
sharply to the right.
♦ « ♦
Seaweed makes excellent compost for garden says Robert Duke, above, who often collects it from 
Island View Beach. ^ ^ ^
The Saanich Teachers’ Association would like to 
thank all those people who made the effort to 
octiiov-iiu ^ - understand :the issues for which the teachers were
keen to get down to negoliatons with . Sidney staging their political protest last w-eek . Your support in
i : Breakwater Developments Ltd. over construction its various forms was really appreciated: handshaking, Sidney’s future-be it publicly or priyately undertaken. 1
of a breakwater-marina. The Crucial factor here is^ t w of encouragemeht,;tooting horns, hot muffins, have promoted both approaches over the past six yearS: 
the town’s foreshore lease which the company says gallons of coffee and even the creation of your own : and now feel the latter approach the most viable and :
it must have before it goes ahead. However the cur- signs as you joined our picket lines. expedient,
rent council has vowed to retain the lease and this is We want to assure you that although:we are back
loii^c will oPt hnpped down Burdon will be the classroom our fight for quality education is not release of the foreshore rights and the public would be
where m^s w 1 get bogged down. Burdon will be with your help we shall continue to work tow :
lucky it he pulls this one oit. showing the necessity of planning for the future by through the business area-an area sorely in need of a
maintaining a high level of school services in the shot in the arm.
present. Whatever the council’s decision, may it be soon. The
We must not compromise the education of our young time for action is now if we are to avoid further cost
people in the years ahead by mistakenly imposed inflations and loss of markets,
economies in the school today. Good luck, council;
Vivien Davies Bob Ward,
■‘'’"'Mayof^ Norma Sealey went down to deteat Tt*-kchers’Association ....... '''
gfac'efully and-with-dignityy With a record of sei- 
vice to the community spanning more than 20 
years, she will be missed. n
She has enjoyed the highest profile of any
previous mayor on the Saanich Peninsula and is Although mildly disappointed, with the results of the
well-respected, hot only in the Greater Victoria election, 1 have always been prepared to accept them, 
area but further abroad. ‘ ■ - - ------=— -------
50YEARSAGO
From the Nov. 22, 1933, issue of The Review
A meeting of the North Saanich Little Theatre 
Association was held on Friday at the home of Mrs. 
Pratt, “The Chalet,” Deep Gove. After the regular 
business of the meeting the president introduced the 
guest speaker, Mr. Fairbairn, of Victoria, who gave an 
exceedingly interesting lecture on the Haida Indians ot 
the Queen Charlotte Islands. He stressed the tragic 
history of these tribes and closed his discussion by 
reading two plays, written by him and dealing with two 
distinct periods in the downfall ot this once mighty 
tribe, namely, the coming of the Spaniards and the 
severe epidemic of smallpoxwhich wiped out thousands 
in the course of a few years.
40 YEARS AGO
From the Nov. 24,1943, issue of The Review
A couple of Arabian Knights said to be fabulous 
beyond imagination are to be loosed in a suspecting 
movie public Thursday, Friday and Saturday at the Rex 
Theatre, Sidney, when Paramount’s new “Road To 
Morocco,” is shown.
The said “knights” are none other than Bing Crosby 
and Bob Hope, ne’er-do-wells, shipwrecked on the 
coast of Morocco to the bewilderment of Princess 
Shalmar who, on the slim chance that you haven’t 
guessed it yet, is play by Dorothy Lamour.
'■■30:YEARSAGO''t
From the Nov. 26,1953, issue of The Review
Dr. A.N. Beattie, medical officer of the Saanich and 
South Vancouver Island Health Unit, was a Sidney 
visitor on Tuesday and spoke to The Review concerning 
the current enidemic of ooliomvelitis which aoDcars to
be centering on the Sidney district.
Dr. waves
of the disease in the south of Vancouver Island this 
year .The first and most severe was in July, followed by 
a lesser one in September and the present third “wave” 
is of lesser severity.
“The situation does not warrant any panic and ^ 
reasonable health safeguards have been takeri,”::said the 
medical officer. Fie urged that medical advice be 
secured if suspicious symptoms occur.
20 YEARS AGO. .... .
From the Nov. 27,1963, issue of The Review ■
Many activities in the community ca'm^ to a .standstill 
on Friday morning after the murder 6t United States 
President John p. Kennedy. The news was met w’ith 
shocked disbelief or tears. Schools closed at midday on 
the instructions of Premier W.A.C. Bennett as a mark
r  t f rt r r . indicated on previous occasions, I have not been As you are aware, the Sidney Volunteer Firemen s
Sealey says she won’t be back — and we believe prepared to sacrifice my principles for political * .i.. oAssociation recently spearheaded a..move; to,;proyide,:v 
go oh to bigger and; better % expendiency, and have always tfied tb return fair value ' with the assistance of other orgaiiizatioris, an eyening of
things. Good luck, Norma. You served us well. to the town in exchange for the investment of support 1 free entertainment for the young and not so young in
■ her. We know
have been given. the spirit of Hallpwe en.
' Now, as 1 close the book on this particular chapter of Thanks to the svholeh _ .
my life, 1 do so with no regret, and with a clear ; of th^ organizations listed' below, ((including the
conscience. weatherman), the event took place without a hitch and.
My years of service in the community have been judging frotn the comnients we have received, \vas a
rewarding in the .sense of having met and worked with great success,
many verv fine people. Sttirting with the Panorama heisure Centi e sponsored
Nonna L. Sealey party at Sancha Hall for the youngest, it proceedecl to a
or any other council for that niatfer ---- would be 
( opposed to the presence of livea^ 
seem to boil dow^ 
these the only valid issite
Mayor bonfire and fireworks, with free hot dogsy soft drinks 
and cbffecf and ended with the free teen dance at 
'SanschaHall.';((
This was made possibly by the financial and other
, . c,-1 1 • ■. 1,.. support of the following: Kiwanls Chib of Sidney,
country who had gained the warm admiration and 
affection of free peoples everwhere.
In many schools the students were told of the murder 
amidst it ears; iOldtirners could recall no previous 
instance of another nation’s tragedy arousing so great 
an emotion here.
While schools were closed for a half-day on Friday, 
residents in their homes followed the hour-byrhour 
events in the U ;S. by means of (radio and television 
thrbughouf the weekend. On Sunday^ churches in every 
part of the district; paidTribute tb the late president. In 
Sidney the bells of Sty Andrew’s AInglicah church tolled 
put the 46 muffled peals, one for each year of Presideht 
Kennedy’s life; commehcing at noon on Monday.' 
':;10YEARS';AGO,-::(;:;;;:';^v 
From tlic Noy. 2l,T973, issue of The Review
Central Saanich may not have the final results of
boa.s’.o ha?o holding:.;u,ks And W imposing any :
other cohlrols if required. clrivc'to Tillicttni and other; malls,; and also:the
Houseboats are a perfectly vahd^w^_of hfo^ service is quitogood. (Or will they manage to interfero^
^ , with that, too.) A, r I ni n i Lions whoLwilh several enthusiastic volunteers and
Newman demonstrating that fact? Newman lives A.G, LeBloml as
on his boat which is moored in Sidney. 23nSMalavlew . tont.m...don l-aBc A5
, , in to decide who
won the third; seat in the rinihicipality’s; elections, the 
mail who lost that race by only one; vote indicated 
.■Mo'nday''''hight
Percy (Lazarz, the incumbent who polled only one 
vote les.s than challenger Earle Tabor, told reporters 
after a counciLmeeiing he had not yet decided vyhether 
to ask for a judicial review of the election,
eitlier side because the blahic lieswith bbth sides. Nor had our citizens ever hcen wltipped up to such a
mess we: fourul our.sclvcs in, the unions stand to he were striking, others dcmmisiraied in lavor ol the 
Ijlamed; The uniotiTi and lltbsc wiio, in the words of the ■ :governtneni.;Suddeiily,: .British :<('bluihbia: had been 
Tircmier won’t aecbpt the i-csiiUs of the May 5(clectioh;;^^^T^^^^
i|b he less: restrained and democracy less
- Council, called;The;-tactics i of
;'democracv.^’ There’s sorncTruih in that, but it isn’i lhe . have been the prelude to a civil war. 
whole story. British Co1t\nibiahs(haVe alwaysTaken IheiLpolitics
YeSv it'V cIifnetiir ia‘ com|Tchend lhe staiid the scribuslyv Thei rift hctAeen ;the jcfl and the right *has 
; ieaehers tcibk, Wlmif they demanded tb have a v
! how hiueh money is spent on education in this province. these awesomedimensiohs. ; Y ; • i ; T
,.pil| one had to askonesPir who is in charge of the budget this terrible disunity? If the
ovcf^ttbi'thgp'‘NtcAiitof,;thu^trigger1ng a 
Rencral strike, an agreement was reached, ; :SplUlarity was equally uni calislic when it demanded dd<e thl^ before? ^ ^ ^ ^ .• T A T ;
;;: Most people do not have to be toldihat the efIects
: lii'"'.......... cins: :i-
had the prlvnicsector unions entered the fray. ^
The lack of immldpal and provincial services would Solidarity? obviously the government, or at least it Barrett would have dreamed ol bringing m Icgi.iiaiipn
ha™^H"elrarkontoyi!ltl,.,,!«8eai,e,ier«lstrlke shotildbe. , , which eomraeeaed^ the, norm ,to rlte. degreo:;,
■ \vould have done. One was also lempted to nslf whiit thc hell bphdanty^^^^^^^^^^ ^ ; ). ,
Lumber luid pulp mtlls;woiild haWbeciitdle. Mining" ;v; lhiqk« if is. U is not the oflicialoppodtioiv alilm^
aeiiviiv would have Rtoimd to u Imltr . . has certainly taken over the obpo.sitlpn s role by default , whethet Pf>heie., ^ arc bad. ^ The only thmg that s
rlie ToS, hulumt::'w^^^ qv,cTlhn'h'bvfSblidarTy;vms'«KIg';'';;;;';'impor.am'r.vBie'^^
......1 appear on the scene in the first placer Obvernments can get the phblie to ueeept its poMeles, ,
® .* ■., i... i ■■ ■!>' • i ,• t. I't*' i _ ’ I» ...^ >•. 11 lu 1 ; a jr« •«« .i-k i<l i'a /•■ it n /% t iH •■ni tsi'i ii tv I iv I'l tv tv ivi ■
The province’s ecohonjy wpiiltl have been dcvasiated. arc bound to bo tfiipopiiUtr with thii.se wlio uidrf Lveite .
,Ly;f,kk»rT-»' i'■ bur wedifift nevrr Jiatl anvthi'hit like Solidarity
The capnot
';:::^;||:;j(t,jjc'ar;tcco;vcfy'f,dd
r t  un ular un tno yvim iuu i vuiu. , ,,,v .. . p...-- y- ”
ph, hbfl never had anvihiim like Solidaritv^^ : them without seriously haritting -society s
i?rh;"ri lane heen di^alRfied hefore, hnl we irad ^naglnl;:?:
m cairnait! ifrme .irwiil no, he neeepied hy econonde nrinaiion, ««d, he soli Imled ,,, eonv.nee n large regmon, ol ,hc
public of it.
vVnd tliht has really nothing tb cio with politics, As 
pixmicr,'Bill:Bcnhctt:nnd;his:gbverhihcht;:havc;;ahi 
ohligatidn io gbvcfnlinTiicTianWbf all; the people; not^l 
just the ones who supported tltcm at the polls. And that, 
rsuggbfwith the greatest respect ;;wasnbi the case with;; 
th is;; gbt'cr nnicn I: and 11 s: Icgi si at iye package which' 
triggered the confrontaiion.
, ; The poiielcs T he . governrnciifl i 
ebnstitiiicd such a radical tiepariure from the small-1 
liberaf policies of the past, policies the other side of the 
political spectruin could (live withV that tiley(unlcashed: 
';'Tofccs licvcr'tutieashcd.before;;.
Forlunnicly, cool heads prevailed, At the Iasi 
moment, mere hours beI’ore lire largesi planned 
escalation of the dispinc. ihc shutdown of B.C. Hydro 
arid B.C. Terries; thefwo sides reached ah agreement, jT
Which side is the wlnher'.f Tlicrc are rio wi^ ItV a 
strike. Uui if yoti insist bn rnaking sbmebne a svlhncr, ; 
make il the public,.' !lad ihbdisputc esenlatcd^ i 
generaf sfrikev the results for nil of ;British Cbltimbia 
would have been disasirpus, I he \vorsf has been averted 
by the sotilcmcni.
The tragedy is that the whole mess could easily have 
been avoided; Today weTue exactly w-htire we were six 
months ago. i Premier Bennett catt implement: his 
restraiai,;program, but only, in ebrtsuitatioii With the 
uiiioiiil,Thai*s how ItThotrld Itave beciito begin with.
; ^ jNobpdy aigued .witli ihc prentier's restraint plan. It 
vras his; method of impleiiicttiirtg'iihe program that 
createti the conffohiatioiv; '
Let's hope thbgovcrhihent remembers (his ihiiportani 
lesson in the,years to come.
■'■''.■.Il
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their mobile food unit known as “The Lions Lunch 
Box”, prepared and served hot dogs, etc., and of the 
Town of Sidney’s parks department and others for the 
roaring bonfire.
Food, soft drinks and coffee were supplied at cost by 
Sidney Bakery, Sidney Superfoods and Sidney Safeway.
Our sincere thanks to all who participated.
Pete Whitehouse 
Committee member, 
Sidney Hallowe’en Festival Committee.
solved controversy
Surely never in his wildest dreams could Lord Grey 
(the donor of the Grey Cup) ever have imagined that his 
gift would have been the direct means of solving one of 
the greatest confrontations between government, 
management and labour in B.C.
When all the smoke has finally cleared away, will 
anyone really doubt that with all the “bull. . .’’ and 
rhetoric of the politians, labour leaders, the lowly flock 
and radicals on both sides of the fence, the one 
predominant factor responsible for the so called 
“truce” has been the fact that not a single executive or 
member of either side would dare to risk the wrath of 90 
per cent of the electorate and 98 per cent of the long 
suffering general public, if the almost sacred Grey Gup 
event was cancelled from the Vancouver scene and 
transferred to Toronto for this year. ;
If anyone considers it is pure coincidence that the 
agreements for a truce occurred some 48 hours before 
the deadline for the cancellation of the game at B.C. 
Place and the length of the truce is to extend just beyond 
the date of the Grey Cup game - they must be related to 
Alice in Wonderland!
So,. . .thank you Lord Grey. . .you’ve saved the day; 
the egg on the faces of all concerned has been 
temporarily washed away and let’s hope a little more 
sanity will prevail in the future. /




.then perhaps we could be assured




treatment plants, and pump-out stations for use by all 
vessels which travel and work on the B.C. coast. 
Dumping of land waste into the seas should be stopped.
I believe that federal legislation requiring pump-out 
stations and holding tanks or other leasable alternatives 
to sewage problems would be accepted readily by all 
those who live on the water.
•Everyone knows that there are many inequalities in 
our tax structure. Some of them work in favour of the 
liveaboard lifestyle, and some work against it. Granted, 
we gain some services which are paid by municipal 
property taxes, but on the other hand we do not qualify 
for numerous other services and tax benefits afforded 
the land dweller.
Tax dollars from all other levels are collected from us, 
and we join in paying for many, many services which we 
do not use, and tax benefits we cannot receive because 
our homes are vessels. We should not be held for 
ransom by those who see with only one eye.
If the numbers of people who choose a life on board 
their vessels does increase to a point where there are 
large injustices to local land residents, then there should 
be changes made in the entire tax structure which would 
enable us both to pay our fair share for these services as 
well as join in receiving other residential tax benefits. :
In this country, you cannot say that I must go away 
just because I do not fit well into the present tax 
structure.
•Nobody wants shantytown villages anywhere. The 
overwhelming majority of vessels which are used here as 
homes are either well found, seaworthy and beautiful 
boats capable of extensive cruising, or else neat, quaint 
and cozy cottages on the water.
As with every group of people, there are always some 
who neglect their homes, offend others by their 
behavior, and take advantage without responsibility. 
Every society has it’s problems. Regulations regarding 
specific objections, problems, or offences should be 
looked at individually and realistically by each 
municipality and controls established by agreement 
wherever it may become necessary.
I will abide by fair controls and regulations, but I will 
not accept banishrhent. ^
In parting, please do not attempt to justify your 
discrimination by referring to widespread objection to 
rnobile home and trailer ; park communities. ,The 
situations are fundanientally different. We all live oh or 
near this coast because we seek some association with 
the activities related to the ocean! Boats are an integral; 
welcome, and aesthetically pleasing part of the beauty 
and inarine history of this^area. !
Lam sure that none of you would even suggest that we 
banish all boats from B.C. or only allow authorized 
boats in approved locations. Therefore, the difference is 
that when you prohibit people from living in mobile 
homes, it is because you object to the presence of a
Flyers wanted
Arts, crafts bazaar
An arts and crafts bazaar ceramics, dolls, pottery, 
will be held 11 a.m.-4 p.m. white elephant, plants, 
Nov. 26 at the Fernwood baking, puppet show and 
Community Centre, 1240 much more. Refreshments. 
Gladstone. Featured — All welcome, 
carving, sculpture,
A world reunion, to end all wartime aircrew reunions, 
will take place Sept. 6-9, 1984, in Winnipeg, Canada, 
for all nationalities who have ever flown in an air force 
of the British Commonwealth.
The purpose is to reunite comrades who have a special 
bond between them, by virtue of their unique 
experiences and recognized contributions lo the peace 
and freedom we have enjoyed for almost four decades.
When Was The Last Winter 
Your Heating Bill ^
DOWN?
Four days of activities are on the program, including 
command reception rooms, a banquet, concert and ball, 
a visit to a flying training station, an air show, gala 
luncheon, static displays and a cenotaph parade and 
memorial service.
It Could This Winter
With the AIRTIGHT, ENERGY
EFFICIENT BLAZE KING i
Previous reunions were held in 1970, 1976 and 1980, 
each one being larger and more spectacular than the 
others. Registrations are well ahead of previous 
reunions, mostly from flyers who attended one or more 
of the previous ones.
AND YOU’LL STAY WARM WHILE 
YOU SAVE MONEY BECAUSE ONE 
LOAD BURNS UP TO 14 HOURS
THE BLAZE KING OFFERS YOU 
Built-ln-Blower System * Removable Door • 
Automatic Thermostat • Draft Control •
Beautiful Design Combified with Inlaid Ceramics
. Special air fares and charier flights are being arranged 
to bring former airmen from other Canadian provinces 
and abroad. Registrants will be kept infornied.
VVi’ 0I50 c.iir v I’listiiiii ii'?4ie jiisl<5?n 'Jiass Jirt!scici;ns: liieoliice iiri'essoiies,. sieve inslailelioiv 
m.ilenais (hiiimey niiislips anil (lull lanye ol cleaning nroOimls lof lireplace S wood slnves
yf WE WILL INSTALL! ' l , , i ■ : ■ : ■ - I ' X-;
We also carry The
Write now, or phone (204)489-9256, either to register 
or get further information. Registration is $105. 
(Canadian), plus $95 for wives. A hotel deposit of $50 
also is required for each person. The address is Reunion 





766 Goldstr^am Ave. 478-4121
Open hoii§e for
50-piii@ people:
The Victoria YM-YWCA 
plans an open house 9 a.m>- 
3 p.m. NOv. 28 at 880 
Courtney St. for those aged 
50-plus interested in fitness 
and social programs! High 
tea served 1-3 p.m! with 






There have been .some articles lately in local 
newspapers regarding the acceptance or banishment of 
people who have chosen to live on board their boats;
!Most people are probably not even aware^thar we exist,, 
or that there 'dre those who oppose us’bitterly arid seek
When you object to me living on board rhy vessel! it is
-------are objecting to,
Peter Bennett, advisor to ' 
the ^ UNESCO^ VW ^ 
Heritage convention will] 
ad dress the ! Women’s 
Cana;dianGlub2:p;m.Npv.
Auditbrium. Topic —
! world ;heritage ; sitesy t hiewj !
welcome. Call
Mrs! R..L Seeds at 592- 
it .i.s. the presence of me and my family. That is 2908;




for friends & relatives in j
epADfl, IJ.1 & OlpSEftS 
0/
{Until Dec. 9th
,6 This is an open letter to the civic minded politicians 
and the nameless, faceless land residents who oppose ; 
our way of life. Your well-meaning objections are. 
understood, but here are some points which you may 
not have considered.
First and foremost, have you considered our rights?
: By ,what!right: do you atternpL to dictate that I cannot ! 
live and raise rhy children exposed to the unique and ! 
exciting environment of the sea? Whey must I jive on
view. I have no wish but to live in harmony with those 
who have chosen to live on the land.
Peter-Thor and Barbara Watson 
S/V “Providence” 
P.O. Box 67
Brentwood Bay! [384-8075; pager!l310
SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
the land like you, and where does it say that 1 arh nqt 
allowed to be different? :
9786 ■ 2nd Street 656-7535
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, GUARANTEED CANADA “A"
I have heard the three objections to liveaboards. 
Pollution, taxes, and the fear of cxensive shantytown 
villages. I ask you to consider the problems individually 
and address the problems; not eliminate the people.
/•Pollution is not solely a liveaboard issue, it is a 
global one. My concerns about tite pollution of our 
oceans are most likely even greater than yours; I live 
here! Just who is polluting whom? Tlic civic minded ; 
politicians should be worrying about installing sewers,
WE ARE TAKING eilDERS FOR 
CHRISTMAS
FRESH TyRKEYS H HAMS
Deadline Thursday, Dec. 1 St. 
FREEZER PACK DRAW To be Drawn Dec. ISth. 





^ StellV^’s;! school! 'will! be! 
host to ! project /director; 
Oilles La Tour Nov. 29
when he bringkslidckattd a ’ 














World!!cQuhlfics ' macle; 
possible by! Canflejinn i 
contributions to ;the use 
39th annual lund drive! ! 
!!La Toiir wiilf speak! at ! 
noon;Npv.!30;to University f 
of V icipf i a s t u cleht s,
followed by thef a 
Empress Hotel gathering at 
8 p.m;, when the Pearson 
Gollege Choir will present 









WE NOW CARRY NitTO
(OIV. OF NOBIT/IKEI
Chidireh’s Books 



















Tl ' '''!''■ ’
The excetttive of the 
E s q u i ni a 11| S a a n i c It 
Progressive, Conservative 
Associatjon,;: passed./: ■« 
motion Nov,! 17 to hold a ' 
nontiiiation meeting ‘late 
'!''Jajiuaiy!oi!!ca(ly!T‘cl)tuaiy,'!' 
!;''dcpcndlng!;!'/'!:rin:':!;!!!:;'thc>' 
avaHabiliiy of a hall, Time 
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Books for Everybody 
Classics I Reflience 
■ScicBceT®tion:!&!|rt'
Cuban Cigars
Lighters . more | ^
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Sidney’s Peninsula Employment Project — the 
employment centre located in suite 103, 9790-2nd St. 
at the Peninsula Community Association office 
(separate entrance) — has been in business one year 
and received $58,000 federal funding for another 
■ year.'
To celebrate a useful year of operation PEP’s two 
workers — co-ordinator Judith Barrett-Lennard and 
Joseph Squitti — plan a coffee and cake party 4-5 
p.m. Dec. 1 at the employment centre.
They’re inviting anyone in the community to drop 
^ inv meet them and tour the building. The town’s 
mayor and aldermen, employeis who have used 
PEP’s services, Tory MP Don Munro and Saanich
Barclay Douglas Smart,
23, of Edmonton, Alta., 
and Donald Davis, 54, of 
2190 Amelia Dr., Sidney 
were fined $400 each after 
both pleaded guilty to 
impaired driving Nov. 17 in 
Sidney provincial court.
Ronald James Moore,
24, of no available address, 
was fined $250 after he was 
found guilty of breach of a 
peace bond.
On Nov. 15, David 
Campbell Johnstone, 23, of
2075 Tryon Rd., Sidney, 
was fined $500 after 
pleading guilty to driving 
while,over .08 alcohol level.
Leonard Leroy Lang, 62, 
of 10440 Allbay Rd., 
Sidney, was fined $100 after 
pleading guilty to impaired 
driving.
Bruce Allen Dunbar, 23, Carpentier, 30, of Saturna 
of 2319 Henry Ave., Island, was fined $300 and 
Sidney, was fined a total of $35 after pleading guilty to 
$300 on two counts of driving with no insurance 
possession of marijuana. and not having valid vehicle
David Patrick licence.
NORDIC







ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK
IRIOK or STORE
We offer full service, highest quality care for 
soft contacts. Also available ...
clear eyes
Canada’s professional contact lens cleaning 
service
PLEASE CALL SYBIL DIGNAN AT
public tender
The town’s $6,000,000 
liability insurance will 
be put up for public tender, 
Sidney’s committee of the 
whole decided Monday 
night.
Up to this point, the 
Insurance Corporation of 
B.G. has had a near- 
monopoly on municipal 
insurance but, in the past 
few years, private 
companies have got into the 
field and the position has 
changed, town
administrator Geoff Logan 
said.''';:'^''
Accordingly, there was a 
chance that more attractive 
rates could result if 
insurance: tenders were.
Joseph Squitti Judith Barrett-Leniard
1982, and Oct. 31, of whom 54 per cent were aged 5 
: to 24 years. Some 236 job vacancies were placed wih 
the employment centre and 84 per cent of those weiv 
, filled.
While Barrett-Lennard co-ordinates the centre, 
P I Squitti’s main responsibility is to contact employers. 
Both workers deal with people seeking work and
Unemployed -persons .-may register for work at 
Victoria’s Canada Employment Centre through the
i
PEP which can' also supply information on training 
programs for the jobless; Employers with questions 
on wage subsidy programs are invited ,tQ~.contract the
p ° , .-..f 1sTs^x Oil ICC# * ' „
thrown open to the public.
; V He had been approached 
y by an agent for h private 
company, Logany added; 
who wanted To get i 
y some of y the insurance 
business; It was his 
sUggesticth : that tenders bey 
called form ctimpanies who 
had: outlets in the Greatery 
Victoria and Sidney areas. 
Thi s meant thaty when , ay 
I claim was made the 
municipality had someone
i
at hand to deal with rather 
than someone in Vancouver 
or some other distant point.
Aldermen agreed and 
■rdered advertisements bey 
^serted calling for public 
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Just In time ^
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8093 ALEC RD 652“2251
Serving the Peninsula for over Twenty Years 9779 - 4th St., SIDNEY
656-1413
Prices Effective 
Wed. Nov. 23 to 
Sat. Nov. 28, i9S3
Home of SUPER savings!
In Downtov^n Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
FRESH LEAN
GROUND

























STEAKS... . . . . . . . .lb.
EYEOFROUHD 
STEAK lb
^ EYE OF ROUND
ROAST....,. . . . . . . . lb.:
SCHNEIDER OLD FASHIONED 
kg BONELESS
FREEZER ORDOl^ECIALS 
CUT, WRAPPED, QUICK FROZEN 
CANADXGR^‘A’BEEF
SIDE





1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ib.7i
illENERS
f kg 450gpk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HIIEI
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10 kg .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MARTIN CALIFORNIA THOMPSON
SEEDLESS RAISINS
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OAPO meeting set
The B.C. Old Age Featured — election of 
Pensioners’ Organization’s officers, Christmas doll 
annual meeting will take sale. All welcome, 
place 1:30 p.m. Dec. 1 at Christmas dinner tickets on 
the senior citizens’ centre sale, 
on Resthaven Drive.
By Ann Lowan
Jumping Mouse Children’s Books
David’s Father by Robert Munsch and Michael 
Martchenko (Firefly $4.95) for three to six years olds
Robert Munsch and Michael Martchenko have 
cpllaborated with enormous success on several previous 
books for this age group, including The Paper Bag 
Princess, who rescues Prince Ronald from the dragon, 
and Munnel, Murmel, Murmel m which Robin finds a 
baby down a hole in her sand-box.
In their new piece of inspired nonsense. Dov/of’5 
Father, Julie is faced with a problem. She’d like to be 
friends with the new boy next door, but his father is a 
giant who uses a spoon as big as a shovel, a fork as big 
as a pitch fork and a knife as big as a flag-pole.
Unnerving for a young girl. I'm sure you’ll agree; that 
is until David takes her home with him and she discovers
Moms invited
The La Leche League of 
Sidney invites expectant 
and breastfeeding mothers 
to a meeting 8 p.m. Dec. 7 
at 2040 Wesbrook, off 
Canora. Topic — art of 
breastfeeding and 
overcoming difficulties. For 




Construction of $3 million two-acre shopping centre being built adjacent to Travelodge on Beacon 
Ave. is well underway with start of frame work going up last week. Murray Sharrait Photo
Industrial First aid class 
registration will be open 
Dec. 1 and can be 
completed at St. John 
Ambulance — a United 
Way agency — at 941 
Pandora St.
YOUR COMMUNITY 








. membership fee 
applicable toward our 
SEIWICE
U'' . Mile joys of having'a giant for afriend.',.'-','r',. '
J Central Saanich Aid. Dick Sharpe moved Monday night To avoid an increase in the budget libraries could be shut Robert Munsch and Michael Marchenko both have
I council inform the provincial government that it strongly down several days next year. Tabor said that was senseless small children of their own, and the advantages are clear
j endorses the concept of the interchange at Keating Cross and unfair to taxpayers. in their work. These are stories written for children, and
\ Rd: and the Pat Bay Highway to serve the Keating Eventually we might have to close the libraries for most for the people who read to children'Wonderfully joyful
I industrial area. of the time just to balance the budget, he noted.
I . Council agreed, though Aid. Earle Tabor pointed out However even with the five per cent increase the budget A Rag, a Bone and a hank of Hair by Nicholas Fisk
I there weire many financial considerations that will affect will need a further $30,000 to stay open full-time. (Penguin $2.60), 12 years and Up
I the decision arid that the actual construction is likely years - MaypY Dave Hill said he was disappointed to hear an The world had suffered a terrible nuclear accident, i
I away. Aid. Ruth Arnaud said she still felt council must increase had to be accepted as Centra! Saanich was aiming which has resulted, in the birth rate dropping to almost
for a zero per cent budget increase this year.^
• ' »t ri < • D r-v *•»-» ■ ■ <-» l-i »-v-» 1 /-»#■» 1 1 m I : ♦ >» #4 .' r'
'.:i. I’m afraid Ruth, that both you and Twill be
■ before it’s resolved,” said Tabor: receiving a Ibtter fronvGordOn Ewan:^^^ v/ "
“We’ll be back to hauntthen”, replied Arnaud. , . had not been rendered sterile by it, and so were able to
refer the matter to the reproduce.
aPEHti'::
.; AISO FKiCED IIiGHT t *» 
TO'SEi¥E: YOU BETTER ”
WITH ■EXraAfSPEeilLS
, , ^ The experiment, with tlie boy^M
I «Tabor told council he had reluctantly voted in favor of held to hear briefs from taxpayers in the municipality appeared to be progressing well. The scientists were
A 'V: five per cent increaise in the Vaneduver Island Regional sometime during the new year.yAfter that council might : (Confident lihat all would go according to their brilliant 
' Library budget for the next year. . submit a brief to the provincial government’s assesment plan. They were very wrong.
I He said he “hated” to vote for the increase but it was authority. Nicholas Fisk is a master in the sci-fi genre;
' ' * *tKA«'’'l#:»ccp‘r .^-fAx/rr',' a'x/iIciso tVt a c\Tct Am ■. 'nAA'Hr .•■'r»»-i--£avf ro--'' ■■■ .'■■ i _ r-v' :.' ■■ • i ■ ■ ■■' , •■ ■'■■■■ T*'. ■■ ■■ ■ :T' i . ■.' .1 _ v T-C ■■;‘N l-.V-' ■'. /»• ' /•
i even
“the lesser of two evils”, as the system needs an extra' Ewan wrote council was merely rationalizing the people with little or no interest in science fiction will




c r rt taxation with the fi d this o e fascinating and chilli g; a book y u wo ’t
e excuse that tliey are merely following be able to forget for a long time.
over which they have no control. . .the
.i ™ T ’ ' 1 @ function of government. . .is to do for people
1^ 1 1 Ta what ought to be done that they'cannot do as well, If at all,
j 1^0 by acting alone.”
:;;?1 JL • , , , ... ,
' Hill agreed that even though it is unlikely property taxes
’ ' After considering facts Calder said, more than changed by one delegation from Central Saanich
: supplied bv Aid. John 2,000 books were issued fldermen are obliged lo lislcn to citizens and establish 
! Calder Monday night from the Sidney library and whether or not there is a general desire to rethink taxation
i Sidney committee of the in 1983 it is estimated total • °
< whole decided that they had circulation will be'higher 
^ ’ no possible complaint than 276,828. And all this ------------———
■‘‘WEAPPREcm 7£':YommpmRr^::i




. ' ■* ' c- 'J ''jli •
i about the cost or was accomplished with the 
i functioning of the VSidney same riuhiber of 
» branch of the VancouverS wliich staffed the older and V
Island Regional Librarys^^^ l^^^^^^^^^^^^ library, building.
On one recent’ Saturday, by Aid; Jim Lang
if there was any likelihood
^Vbttr limg
_ of the library shorting the




sold but ' : municipalities was down, 
' Staff had; not increased and
4 icelebrating more than 30
■';,;!.!,,'.,;;''years;';' :■of,;. ; . dramatic
j pefformanc^!; on .the
peninsula has jusf ended a
: ; ; successful: r p( Ladies in
>i Relirement and is
embarking on an
-J f'Edwardian Pitlf Night''
featuring an original skit by 
Heliy Clews.





seeking fivc; per cent more 
f r o m mu n i ci pa I i t i c s f of I li e 
coming year.








PV-T403 f - 
14!’ COLOR TV 
Rdg: $529.01): i
PC-2013
20'^ COLOR TV witli Video Serisferj 
Reg; $699.00
Ttiurs,, fri., . Tint,; Wod,,' ■ Mon,, Tu««,; tJf J' . ■ ’ll ■ %'iPt'pU.8»t,v:.:,.
9807 - StlvSTt, SIDNEY
For Appointment Caii
SALE
With Remote Coiitfol .$599.95
;SALE;ty,:.:.
With Remote Contibi .$799.95
PC-26K11
2G” COLOR TV CONSOLE
Reg. $949.00 $7CSC&95
SALE.......  0
M0KI.S WIIH iflMOIti'tdiniiai ALSO ftVAil.AllU.^^^
than Nanaimo of Port 
Alborni or any other brancli 
in the system,
'vLS'f
seal in tlic I,.ions Hall •-• our 
only regret is that some of j 
i the aiidicnceicbiildindf w 
ali;i)f the aclioii all:o 
lime" says Players I 
"pres id en''t;f':'*P:cn'cI,d pc 
' Bornhold.
“We’re convinced if was 
not jusi the wine w'c were 
] selling that generated 
iv enthvisiasnv 
I genuinely liked the play and ^ 
■;iyi':!/ilid:ipcrfortnnnces'T. were,'':';;j 
i greatanother ; 
f rmeriibcr of the cxccutiyc.^^v: y 
"' Folloyfihg The;
Nf:-6G50




4 Ovens In One
MICROWAVE, CONVECTION orNF-805D 
fWICROVV








:SAI.E........................ ’ i .......
pltiii $100,00 worth of grocorlM 
from Safeway
_ jt
mgilt” iIt Itile Jativiary, It is | 
' f hopiJ^I the special njusid
i I.'IJ."if'f'..iTk fir.■
1
r 1 1 --
drama classes ;: i 
Hni nsii laPln.^ef slias;; been 
, offering this season will
;V'';;';;rcsnlt'''in';;'ayspring' musical './f




phone Clews at 658-8169 or 
Bornhold at 652-0597,
, i^emuMtia Players will bc on 
hntid once again at the 1 
eommuiiiiy arts and crafis v f 
l<i@-':show^'H'>eef';'3'-'al'‘''SanSiiha';'^
GIFTS;; SOUVENIRS; 






.FLAyiH^lltf.OHlJlA, VI.FAHAi.tyfyi..l;y-;;.:;; f‘LAyi',ft,/AtCt)(lOI;fl, ;StpA(tAr£.,.rULLT
SC-31(111
AUTQMMir rMHRVAIllE. 411(1 SI'l'AFtM;;':;Vi ; '.'‘te.’.' AinilMAtll!. StlDt:t0UT,:;, jURNTAIIlt-, md '•
■ ■ " BiK ' : WAKUIS..'.
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By Lyall Riddell Mermaids League were: M. 
Pritchard 261.
Mr. Mikes steak dinner Legion: L. Riddell 726 
was won last week by (278), C. Riddell 673 (229), 
Francis Dewers of the B. Russell (281).
Golden Age league, who Commercial: M.
bowled 165 POA. Heywood 817, G. Parker
Top bowler in the 721 (253), A. Parker 694
(264), A. Stanhope 674 
(262).
Golden Age: A. Niven 
627 (223), P. Niven 623 
(257), J. Callow 604 (222).
YBC (Saturday) 
junior/senior: April Nunn 
640 (224); Bantam: Eric
King 469 (215); Pee-wee (2): 
Kenny Budd 211(106).
YBC (Sunday)
junior/senior: , Kevin 
Roberts 594 (237); Bantam: 
Donna Coursel 397 (160); 
Pee-wee (2): Tammy 
Courser 254 (140).
WE’VE MOVED!
come in & see our
OPENING SPECIALS!
Parkland senior boys volleyball team, left to right back row, Terry Melville 
(coach), Pam Brown (manager), Loire Bennett, Mike McCullough, Tom 
Johnson, Peter Schmidt, Mike Toakley (coach); front; Alan Carmichael, 




Todd Scaber collected a 
pair of first period goals to 
spark Seaboard Properties 
to a 4-1 win over host Kerry 
Park B team in Midget Rep 
hockey Nov. 20.
Keith Mollot gave 
Seaboard a 3-1 lead after
Tom Bazin’s seven-point effort helped the Peninsula tv^O i periods and Rhys 
Signs Eagles to a split in a pair of games against a bruising Evans added a lone third 
: (PortlandBBantami hockey team, who invaded Panorama . period goal to complete the 
Leisure Centre for exhibition games Nov. 11 and 12. scoring.
On Friday night the Eagles skated to a 7-4 win, while ' ^ before,
Saturdays contest saw Portland score two late third period f V
.';'tougher;Kerry: Park.'A-team
i
goals to gain a slim 6-5 victory. at Panorama and suffered a
A rugged Portland team finished all their checks solidly ( g.2 setback. ^ ^
and did not permit many opportunities from in front of Mike Cooper and Shane 
their, own net as they cleared players out with authority. Oldfield scored goals in the 
American teams are allowed to body check starting at an and third period for
early age, vyhile Canadian rules do not allow body contact ^he losers, 
until players reach the Bantam level. Back on Nov. 12 Todd
■ Team captain Tom Bazin led all scorers with four goals Scaber fired three goals and 
and three assists and was a standout in both games. Other added three assists as 
goals scorers Friday were Trevor Skakun, Jeff Stevens, Seaboard Properties
Dean Peard and John Hermsen. Anthony Everett chipped recorded a decisive 8-2 
in witVi 3ssists " victory over Sssnicli in 3.
rln leagucplay Nov 13 Ifiejagles 4urprisrf the high- 
flying Fuller Lake Capitals, scoring three third period
goals and defeating them 5-3. Seaboard exploded for five
Head coach Robb Mclnnis executed his game plan unanswered goals in the 
perfectly in handing Fuller Lake its first loss of the season second period and never 
and propelling the Peninsula squad.into a second place tie looked back. Paul Sundher 
with Fuller Lake two points back of Racquet Club. with two goals and two
Trevor Skakun with two goals and one assist and John assists led the .second penotl 
Hermsen with a goal and two assists led the scoring while assault. Rhys Rvans, Mike
other goals came from Blaine Wilson and Rodney Nunn. Cooper and Rob Edwards 
^ scored other goals for
, Seaboard.
planned r
The B.C. 4-H Alumni 
Club is planning a reunion 
for former 4-H member 
delegates to the Provincial 
4-H Club Week and 
national conference prior to 
1976. The reun^ will be 
: held ’ in Kelow 
30, 1984. The alumni club is 
actively attempting to 
S locate interested parties: 
ea s c;; c oh la'c t, ^ i W c ndY,'f. 
Johannes, 19749 8 Ave.,
“ i:anglcy V3>( 4P4, 534^5754 
or Jeff Morfiit 19893-37,
Preschool ^Sto^ytime: a': ^
' at the
SIDNEY NORTH SAANICH BRANCH
of the
Vancouver Island Regional
Ave., Langley V3A 2S4, 
530-2913.
for 3 to 5 year olds^^^
Tuesday Mornings 10:30 AM ;
Nov. 29 to Doc. 20
.lo IogisRif pi'iorifi 656-3713 
Or drop in to Ihn Library,
I wislv td express: ^
n]e to s|fve as your alciermah
Will contiriua
jive; and IvWilj pmain;accessi(^(e and ayaila 




Sidney Seventh Day Adventist —10469 Resihaven Dr, —
Pastor...... . .............................. ....... . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . .
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Church — Masonic Hall. Saanichton .....
ANGLICAN ■
•St. Andrew’s — Rev: David Fuller , .... 1....... . . . . .
9682-3rdSt.,.Sidney', .. . . . . . . . . . .......... • ...........
-SI. David By-tho-Sea — Rev. A.E, Gates
5182 Cordova Bay Rd. .. . .............
-St. Mary's— 1934 Cultra Ave.. Saanichton 
•Sl.:Michael & All Angel's — Rector: Archdeacon'W.J, Hill
4733 West Saanich Road, Royal Oak .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. -
. •St. Stephen’s — Rev. Ivan Putter ..... . .. . . . . . .
St, Stephen's Rd,', .. ....... :..... . . . . . . . ,
•Brentwood Parish Church — Rev. A. Petrie, 792 Sea Drive. Brentwood Bay . .
•Holy Trinity — Rev. 0. Malins, Mills Rd, and West Saanich Rd,: North Saanich, . ,
BAPTIST
•Bethel Fellowship- Pastor MB Harrison 
'2269 MilisRa .Sidney ,
•Friendship Baptist Church — Pastor Eniie Kralotil 7320 Central Saanich Rh :
•Sluggett Memorial Church — 7008 W. Saanich Rd.. Brentwood Bay - Pastor V Nordstrom , 







•Sidney Foursquare Church ~ Pastof Dean Wilson .......
9925 - 5!fiSl., Sidney;.... . . . . : , ■̂ ’
LUTHERAN
•PeaceLullieranChurch —Pastor Dennis J, Paap. 2295 Weilei Ave...........  .......
NAZARENE
•1st Church ol The Nazarene — Rev. Riley Coulter. 4277 Quadra Street. Victoria
PENTECOSTAL
•Oldlield Bead Gospel Chapel — Rev Joel D; Netlleton. 5506 Oldlield Road (P.A.O.C.) 






■SI. Andrews - Rev. B.Ji Motloy, Masonic Hall, 4ih Ave, & Mt: Baker. 656-2695
..... . . . . . . . ..479-4198
656-2812 
.652-4311 
. . . 652-3860 
,656-3223.656-6503
SAANICHTON BIBLE; FELLOWSHIP
Keating School. 6843 Central Saanich Rd. .,: t. ........... . ,.
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST. LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Eastleigh Way, Sidney ..:...... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . .........







658-3111, 477-6957'em u no Do i ai uii ib'i • iv» . u  .vl/ww ■«• w'-/ •■••-/ ■ • • .....
■Royal Oak Baptist Church — 898.Royal Oak' Ave.. Corner ol Royal Oak Ave, & Royal Oak Drive.
- Rev. Reed Elleyi;.:. . i. 658-5121 ■■
CATHOLIC
•Our Lady ol the Assumption — 7726 West Saanich Rd. , ; :.
•SI. Elizabeth’s Church — 10030 Third St', Sidney . , . ■
•Cordova Bay United — Minister Will Waddell .
5l66Coi00va Bay Rd.
•St. John's — Rev. Hori Pratt.
10990 West Saanich Rd, i .. . ., .;.....  ■ ■ , ■ ■:
■'•St.Paul's :(■,',■.' .
■i 2410 Malaview — Rev. Hori Pratt ::■ 
•Shady,ereek — 7180 East Saanich Rd.; Rev.Stephen Ssvill
.•Brentwood. ...... vy.









SUPPORT THE CHURCH OF YOUR CHOICE
Every Friday 7:30 p.m. 







,Y0UR 9 30a.m. .. SunciaySchool & Bible Class
.rlil'OOa.rn.-: Family Worship 
Dennis J. Paap. Pastor 
.Everyone Welcome!
> I ! .. > ■ '0 nr*'' i'!'-;
Si Savior’s Church
Corner of
Catherine and Henry Sts.
10:00 a.m.
EVERY SUNDAY 
■ Sunday School 
MASONIC HALL,
4th Ave. & Mt. Baker
All Welcome 65B-2895
7820 Centra! Saanich Rd. 
652-2723
:;10a m. .SundaySchool
11a.m. . .WorshipService 





Mills Rd; & W. Saanich Rd;
;8;00 am ;, Holy Eucharist




; ; 9686 - 3rd St
SUNDAY NOV. 27th : 
ADVENT SUNDAY
SainvUv/




y \the Rev. Bill Hoyi/e 
of England;; preaching
SIDNEY a NORTH SAANICH
The Rev. 0, Malins, S:S.C. 
Rector 656-3223
The Rev: DAVID FULLER 
l656-5322:y ; :,:: ALL WELCOME
; REV. R. HORI PRATT 
Off. 656-3213 Res,656-1930
STv:JpHl^'S::V:';
10990 West Saaiilch Rd;
2410 Malaviow
11:00 aim:














"JESUS CHRIST IS LORD"
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 27th 1 
ADVENT SUNDAY




The Bishop of 
British Columbia ■
; : y Roclai: Rev; ftlislair P; Pehio 









9;4bam ......... ‘ loachmo
11:00 am . i-amily Worship
WEDNESDAY
7:30 pm ... Honip 
, SUidV Croups
Further Ihlormalionn 




Rev. Stephen Swill 
011.652-2713 Res. 652-9635
SHADY CHEEK
7180 East Saanich Rd.
n 41’)-im l.■|m|lvSfIV|(,(’ 
find .Sundiiy School
BRENTWOOD
7162 West Saanich Rd.
It'1b am ranuiySoivicfl 
■ and Sunday School
:yOF:'::.::::r
ASSUMPTION
r: 7726 W:,Sailnic|i:Roadi ; ; 




10030 Third SL, Sidney
5,00 pn . Satin day Mass 






(oil Ml. Hewton X Rd.'l ’
"'suHtiRY':';::','''''
8:30Jra::yy:yy hid-:';
'i:)i).iiii‘ ' tfitiviyf'uin.ii 5i
.KGU'WiiySrltwii
. ,'■'.' ~ ,,yyv'yHa,tttir,W(mS(:liti(il ■
11 ;tfci;it''yy:i,:':'0«:hiimry
MilliU'..
4(It Ciiudif^ paly';; 










9925 Filth Slroot 







DEAN WILSON -pastor; ;






lOa.m;: ;; Faml|yCiibleCiass 




8:30 p, m. irnercossory Prayer
THURSDAY










You nro asaiircd 
of a welcoeio




, lollov.)fu,i,l)V, rqltorilimehts ; 
;v,i;'pnf;";;;rv(;r;upnff 
;i;icdnsinp’pf Rdv;;Sansom by’ 





Keating Elcmoniary School 
;;6483;C:Dnlral Stohich Rd; 










; 7008 W. Saanich lid,
Brentwood Bay
10 (Ida m Tiinii ly*')'hno'
1Ti;00a m familyWoiship




A (iKinoiy f amiiv Ch'.irt h
: ;rmowsniR ,1
BAPTIGT CHURCH '
MBS MillN Ri1„ BlllniiW 
Phoni (iW.Ml? ; ;
Pjilor N C TiPulioti" 
Ati'i Pniiidt Rfian Jtiyc*
Two Morning Services
9.30a;m, '; :■,.,FamilyWorshop 




‘ G’30 p;m';‘nnd ym:tth prngmm ■
WEDNESDAY^; ; 7^^^^^^^^ 
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Parkland senior girls volleyball team, 
left to right back row, Leanna Graham, 
Kelly Knudsen, Linda Giles, Lara 
Melville, Nadine Achtzner, Ray Spencer 
(coach); front, Jocelyn Armstrong, Kelly 
Bull, Leslie Brawn (captain), Cheryle 
Norquam.
L
Homelumber was among a handful of local youth soccer 
clubs to .play games over the weekend — 17 of the 19 
scheduled matches were rained out — and they managed to 
squeeze in just half a game before it was abandoned.
8E squad racked up no less than seven goals.
David Van Den Bulk and Justin Holmes exploded for 
three goals each and Chris Carmichael added another as 
they demolished visiting Gorge Canadians 7-0 on a slippery 
pitch at Parkland school.
Van Den Bulk got to work early, scoring his first of three 
goals in a row during the first minute of play. He then 
handed the spotlight over to Holmes who pumped three 
more goals past a startled Gorge goalkeeper.
During the break coaches and managers from both clubs 
approached the referee in charge and the game was called.
In another abbreviated game, Sander Deelstra fired four 
goals to propel Thunderbird Marine past host Sooke 
Sounders by a convincing 11-0 score in division 6C soccer 
'action.;; ■ ^ ■ ■ ■ - ■
Deelstra scored the first goal of the game when he 
connected on a rocket from 18 yards out after being setup 
by left halfback Mike Harris. Deelstra then scored three 
more times on assists by Rod Pollen and Steven Wynn 
before Tony Nelson collected a pair of markers off passes 
from Skye Beddington.
Sooke made a goal tending change, but Thunderbirds 
showed little pity as Jamie Kaskiw blasted in two more 
goals within a minute of each other. Kevin Parker, Jason 
Finnigen and Glen Stevons added other goals before the
To my active 
supporters and 
the community of 
North Saanich.
goals late in the contest.
In divsion 3B, Peninsula Old Country Rentals squared 
off against Prospect Lake in a bid for first place, but came 
out on the bottom end of the score, losing 6-2.
With only one game remaining the Rentals will have to 
settle for second place — four points behind first place 
Prospect Lake.
Mark Dolezal and Vance Smith tallied in a losing cause. 
In girls’ soccer action, Dana Keller’s second half break-
in division 5A, a goal-starved; Central Saanich Lions 
team played well but came up bn the short end, losing to; 
host Lake Hill 2-1 at Braefoot Park in Victoria.
; The tvvo teams were fairly evenly matched throughout 
the game, but a lack of finish came back to haunt the Lions 
as it has most of the season. The Lions failed to capitalize 
pn;some excellent Corner kicks by Lazelo Safranjnk while; 
Lake Hill made the best of their chances and led 2-0 at the^ 
interval.
In the second half a great deal of pressure on the Lake 
HilLdefence finally paid-off as Wesley Nelson f^und the 
net, pulling the Lions within one. The Lions continued to 
ipressUobking fbr the: equalizer, butjitj never came as Lake
Bay Surfs by a score of 1-0 in a contest described as an 
extreme test of character and endurance.
The game hampered by rain and cold strongwinds was 
completely controlled by Pay-Less thanks to some brilliant 
ball control by Laura Wilson and Heidi Redding who 
registed 10 shots on net.
Diane Shewring handled several shots in recording the 
shutout and upping the teams win-loss-tie record to 4-1-3.
If you just sit 
You won’t quit 
Being unfit.
GWG Rental continue to struggle in division 5C as they 
dropped a 3-1 decision to Gordova Bay G.B. Eagles despite
■ GWG suffered a frustrating first half filled with missed 
opportunities and trailed 1-0.
Clau Hates got the equalizer during the second half 
when he jumped on a loose ball and bla.sted a shot past the 
Gordova Bay keeper.
The cold rainy weather took its toll and two GWG 
players had to leave the game. A short-handed Peninsula
Forbidden Plateau — an 
attractive ski area 14 milefi 
‘ from downtown Courtenay 
; vvill be in full op 
with the coming of the first 
snowfall.
The mountain provides a 
ski school which is ' a
"member of the Canadian 
Professional Ski School and 
Canadian Ski Instructors 
Alii a nee. ' There \ are five 
fulltime instructors and 32 
part-time: instructors with 
class lessons fOr all levels of 
skiers held daily, T w
The ladies division of 
Glen Meadows Golf and 
Country Club recently lield 
it’s annual meeting and 
“election of officers for 1984 
and the following is a list of 
new executive members:
Doreen Ovcharick, 
captain; Jean Noon, vice­
captain;, Dorothy Fetterly, 
secretary; Edna Sutherland, 
treasurer; Muriel Hunt, 
handicap chairman; Rose 
B e r rn i n g h a m, 
matchchairman; Frances 
Mann, Margaret if Water^^^ 
and Margaret Robertsonj 
match committee; ; Edna 
Hay, rules chairman; Gayle 
Gre:en and Beth Skillings; 
b u Si ri e s s : 1 a d i e s
representative; Connie 
Barker, social convenor; 
Erma Ha 11, j u ni or girls 
representative. U
( „
Starving the Ssanteti Peninsula
■ which is Peace, -- 
;■ The




On behnil ot various groups and rosidenls on the Saanich Peninsula who rocoflni^e that 
this may ho a particularly dillorent Christmas lor you and your (nmily, wo are inviting you to 
partake in any or all ol the tollowinii:
SIDNEY REVIEW/S1DNF.Y LIONS CLUB: provides Christmas liampors and food certificates,
; KIWANIS CLUB; provides gilts lor children -• toys, books, games.
PENINSULA OLD AND NOW SHOP: provides gilt ccrtificatos redeemable lor merchandise only 
at the PON Shop, 9781 : ?nd St,. Sidney,
>,:;L Please bomploto the lorm below and mait:.or return to:;;;. "
r"Ipeninsuin.Community Association
Sidney, B.C. V8L3Y8';,.,;\',V;:
DEADLINE FOR ABRiVAL: i)ECEMBER 3,1983
Mall now lo avoid disappointment, We look loiward to hearing Irom you!
Please put an X in the boxes which interest you:
t]:RevicwXUoh’s ClM|i::Food Hampor;
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Right wing Chris 
Grimmer scored four goals, 
three of those coming 
within the first 11 minutes 
of the opening period, to 
spark Ellhammer to a 10-5 
shoot-out victory over 
Allbay in Pee-wee hockey 
action last week at 
Panorama.
Ellhammer — on goals 
by Kevin Henry and Bruce 
Morrey— increased its lead 
to 5-0 early in the second 
period before Allbay got on 
the scoreboard when Brian 
Donaldson found the net at 
the 13:05 mark. Donaldson 
then added another marker 
before the end of the period 
and completed the hattrick 
lateinthethird.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Clint Sparks with two.
Kriston Pawluk and Tod 
Bedford with singles got 
other goals for the winners 
while Bobby Akerman with 
a pair in the final 20 
minutes rounded out the 
scoring for Allbay. '
In other Pee-wee action, 
Lee Mine’s powerplay goal 
with 30 seconds remaining 
in the first period proved to 
be the winner as Sidney 
Bakery blanked Harvey’s 3- 
0.
After a scoreless second 
period, Sidney Bakery put 
the game out of reach when 
Tye Swallow and Hine, 
with his second goal of the 
game, scored insurance 
markers 13 apart. D. 
Topping was outstanding in 
recording the shutout.
In Pee-wee Rep hockey 
action Nov. 15 Juan De 
Fuca edged Philbrooks 
Boatyard 6-4 and in Pup 
Rep, Saanich defeatead 
Beacon Autoparts by a 
score of 9-3.
Sidney Lions blasted 
Central Saanich Police and 
Fire Dept. 15-1 in Pup 
House League hockey and 
Sidney Pharmacy doubled 
Legion 12-6.
Shawn Strandberg was 
brillant in goal for Island 
Furniture — they had no 
trouble with Sooke 
blanking them 6-0 in 
Juvenile play.
In other hockey action, 
things tightened up 
considerably in Bantam 
House league play as 
Cornish’s slipped by 
Harbour Texaco 7-6 and 
Sidney Movers edged Radio 
Shack 5-4.
In Midget Inter-city 
league action, Sidney Tire 
pounded visiting Oak Bay 
9-3, while North Saanich 
Volunteer Fire Dept, were 
losers to Saanich by a score 
of 6-2.
By Mike Toakley 
In an amazing display of 
volleyball prowess both 
Parkland senior boys and 
senior girls have won their 
respective Island 
championships.
The senior girls’ 
tournament hosted by 
Parkland was a success 
from both an
organizational and 
tournament play point of 
view. It seemed every match 
changed the tournament 
standings, leading up to an 
exciting set of play-offs.
Parkland met Reynolds 
in a semi-final that had the 
crowd holding its breath. In 
the third and deciding game 
the Parkland crew came 
fighting back from a 9-14 
deficit to win 16-14 and put 




North Saanich council 
gave second reading to its 
Community Plan Bylaw 
(1983) during Monday 
night’s meeting. A date for 
the public hearing will be 
set soon.
thriller ensued, with a third 
game again necessary .
The score ended 15-8 in 
favor of Parkland, giving 
them their third Island 
championship in three 
years. Ace spiker Lara 
Melville was a tournament 
all-star, and Leslie Braun, 
with outstanding setting 
and team leadership, was 
the tournament V.P.
In Comox, at Highland 
senior secondary. Parkland 
boys surprised everyone by 
posting a five-win and one- 
loss record during round 
robin play, and earned the 
right to meet the winner of 
Highland and Port Hardy 
in the final.
Highland took an easy 
victory and a confident 
crowd gathered to cheer the 
final for their home 
favorites, but the
Parkland bunch were not to 
be denied their first ever 
Island Championships. 
With scores of 15-13, 15-12, 
they took the match and 
trophy.
Beginning this Friday the 
boys will be participating in 
the B.C. championships at 
Lambrick Park senior 
secondary in Gordon Head. 
They would appreciate any 
Sidney support they can 
get, as they will be up 
against some fine 
opposition — and it’s the 
first time a Parkland boys 
volleyball team has ever had 
a chance to meet such high 
calibre competition.
The girls will be in Port 
McNeil for the B.C. 
championships Dec. 1, 2 
and 3. Coach Ray Spencer 




Central Saanich council praise for Halley. Mayor 
Monday night reluctantly Dave Hill said he had been 
received a letter of an excellent member of 
resignation from a director several boards and had
of the Saanich Peninsula devoted “incalculable 
Water Commission, J.K. amounts of tinie and 
Halley. energy” to the
Aldermen were full of municipality.
NEED AN ELECTRICiAN?
To replace a faulty switch, add another wall plug, con- 
nect an appliance or add another light in one ot the 
rooms or basement.
Qualified Journeyman Electrician, Licensed and living
in your area can provide an efficient service.
No Job Too Small




Experienced in Conventional 
and Modern Hairstyling 
Perms (Body Waves).
- Tues.-Sat. 8:3©-5'.30 
MARINA COUiT on 2nd street 656-4443
1 wish to express 
my thanks to all 
who supported 
me at the 
polish
It was most gratifying to see the splendid 
turn-out in spite of the dreadful 
rainstorm. Sidney residents do care.
Johanm Coward
y Sidney RCMP are : 
questioning a suspect in 
connection with wilful 
damage to the playing field 
at Tulista park in Sidney.
Another playing field at 
Greenglade school was- 
found damaged Nov, 20 but 
police would riot say if ther e 
was any connection 
between the two incidents.
Both fields suffered 
e.xtensive damage after a 
vehicle had been driven on 
■ them. Estimates on the
considerable.
A ma r i n a th e f t has 
claimed an $ 1,800 stereo set 
from a Victoria resident’s 
boat while moored at a 
marina in the Sidney area 
;Also taken during the 
br^k-in which occurred 
sometime around noon 
: NoVy?;,: 17 ,y was y; ay::;radiqy 
directiori finder arid a small 
quantity of liquor.
In other police news, a 
si ngle channel radioi valued t 
at $800 was stolen sometime 
between Nov. 10 and Nov. 
14 from one of the town of ;
©
• ityaT'Jv'
amount of damage done 
was not available, but 
police expect it to be Sidney vehicles.
Liose Eiicoimter
/ Derek James; host of the board chairman John Betts 
Close Encounter phone-in and Saanich Teachers’ 
show on Saanich Association president Larry 















North Saanich council residential and commerciai 
irnoyed fylonday night ytq T customers at a rate no 
urge B.C, Hydro, the B.C. higher than that offered to 
Utilities Commission and its bulk customers and its 
the provincial government export customers, 










ALL ARMSTRONG mK, MED., AGED.
Bheese......... .......
LAND 0 FROST
Sliced Cooked i eats mmu
co-op MIXED
VECETABLES, Ikg
LET’S GET TOGETHER &
FIVE ALIVE CONCENTRATED
EBUITBEVEBmE 355 mL


















CHOCOLATE CpVEREO ALMONDS lowm's 340*
l:SWIOKE©,©YSTER^::co-oMMr-yy;,v..,y.:;T
ni 111Krc CO OPMurao manzaniiu
lll..lVK.<»’UR(;EPITTtO ..................................................
SNACK CRACKERS co-opam*...............
TOAH ATO J1U8CE co-opeamcv m4«l...............
li'Alii oiiECUtAR SHRI
SAA AILDEVONE© SRRRVIIP co op no....
ALBACORETCNA touDWHiicco-opmg........
PEANUT RUTTER cnoNCimsMooiHkhakt sool i,..,.
SYRUPwOf-TMAil. ;...............................................
CRICKEN NOODLE SOUP MIX co opo<.
ONION SOUP MIX CO op4»i
TRIX'CEREALotNEI»Al,MlU832S*;';;,v.. , ,T, ',V,, .ViJvL
nur icrbim c honey nut cencal
liKlllliililW,i» co.op4oo*';v.. .y.>y... m;-
LASAONAco-opsooi
SANKA lAWrrfctco-ofSOO|,v,,v,,.;yv,M.yv....,.i.i.
bUr I UKIrillk»'eo-oppt.ii«Yici(m«.,......... ...........................
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One of B.C.’s early industrial 
firms, the Brackman-Ker Mill, 
had its humble start in the 
Saanich Peninsula area.
It was built at Shoal Harbour, 
in 1878, and was later run under 
the partnership of Henry Brack- 
man and David Ker.
Henry Brackman, was a native 
of Hamburg, Germany, in his 
younger years, and came to 
Victoria to work in a store. He 
had gold fever, and took to the 
Cariboo and returned to Victoria 
with his fortune.
He tried unsuccessfully to grow 
oysters at Canoe Cove, in the 
company of James Bryden.
James Bryden was a miller and 
later built the feed and grist mill, 
at Mill Point (now Blue Heron 
Road).
David Russell Ker went to San 
Francisco to learn the mulling 
trade and worked there at local 
mills for a few years. He returned 
to the Saanich area in 1882, 
joined Henry Brackman in 
partnership in running of the 
Ebusiness.-:
Brackman gave his new ajnd 
younger partner a free rein and 
the business grew rapidly.
Within a few, years a retail 
; branch was opened in Victoria, 
ipllowed by a cereal and grist mill 
built in 1892, near the entrance to 
Victoria harbour. In 1893, the 
rnill’S activities moved to Victoria 
— due to a water shortage in 
- North Saanich — and the huge
mill building aifeShoal harboub
was converted J to the North
Saanich Hotel: It was run under 
; the title until January 1907, when 
it w
V,.J"purposes.''':;
By the turn of the century; 
there weremills built throughout
Wester n - Canada, as well as 
-exportatioh jo Shanghai arid Hong 
Kong of B and K products.
; In: 1906; Henry Brack man 
diedv leaving his corhpany shares; 
Jo SiDavid Ker ariri 'hiaf t^
brothers, two of whom were also 
active in the business.
A number of years after the B 
and K milling company became a 
subsidiary of the eastern milling 
concern, it became uneconomic 
to operate at the Victoria mill 
site, due to increasing freight 
costs to and from the mainland, 
so the plant was dismantled and 
ceased operation in 1928.^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^
At that time, David Ker found 
himself with two prospective 
buyers of his main company, the 
Brae km a n - K e r. M i 11 i n g 
Company. Two of the big eastern 
milling companies wanted to 
deal, which was finally 
consumated with one of them by 
an exchange of stock.
In 1914, David Ker retired 
from active management, but 
remained as a director of the 
purchasing company. After a 
number of years, the deal was not 
a success, due largely to 
indi fference in management. 
David Ker suffered a protracted 
illness which lasted until his death
The original mill of the 1870s is 
still in sound condition and forms 
the main part of a fine residential 
home on Blue Heron Road.
On a warm summer day, go 
down to Sidney Historical 
Museum and see artifacts of the 
mill’s activities. There are B and 
K flour sacks, an old painting of 
the mill and an original ledger 
(1892-1900) from the early years 
of the mill’s business 
transactions.
Artist’s
I . I * X-.I*
...........
Art club show\ ■ J
A'"
Central Saanich artist Garry 
Bentham is currently working on a 
series of pen and ink drawirigs of 
historical buildings and 
transportation pn : the Saanich J; 
Peninsula.
The first four -— the ancient 
Brackman-Ker Mill (1885) (see 
photo above); the Prairie Inn 
(1883); the Stevens Hotel at Beaver 
Lake (1885); and the old Resthaven 
Hospital (1929) ~ are lithograplis 
printed in limited editions by 
Manning Press, 3rd St., Sidney.
Bentham) 1526 I<eatlng Gross^J: f 
Rd,, says he’s recapturing an era J 
frorri the past by his drawings from ; j 
photographs obtained frorn t he
.... ............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A ....... . . . . . J
(Atkinson and : 
IJate) \yere loca^ pioneers. _
Br*nthnni fnriiored in art.c t a i maj }Jtr , Jopk;;
‘ courses in architectural technology 
and worked recently in real estate 
and technological planning and land " 
dcvelopriicnt,
Sketchc8from the Baltic Sea is: the title of an exIdbUioii by^ Dec. 4 at his The 37-ycar-old artist s
studio, 27(1 MMdowhrook '^ ond others made during diavving for more
The Saanich’-Peninsula Art Club I
craft show — to be held 11 a.m,-4 |
p.m. Nov. 26 at Sidney-North .1
Saanich library on Resthaven I
includes the following exhibiting |
artists: i
PI Pottery - Fransica Hayman, I
'mM Stephanie Steel, Betty Fulton, J
Kathleen Blohm, Susan Lapham.
Jewellery - Laurette Agnew, Nita 
Donaldson, Elizabeth Nyland.
Silk painting and batik - Cathy 
Campbell, Helen Butler.
China painting - Margaret Brown, 
Thelma Mathews 
Sculpture - Andrew Stewart 
Weaving - Christine Hill 
Woodblock printed giftwrap - 
Nancy Marko
Doll sculptor Wendy Gibbs.
Ghristraas Fair
Don’t miss the fourth annual 
Peninsula Community A.ssociation - 
sponsored Community Christmas 
Fair 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Dec. 3 at 
Sanscha Hall. More than 50 groups 
and craftspeople will bc
W* finds for everyone.
Visitors to the fair may make
artist'syisit to Scandanavian countries earlier this year, li.xhlhition runs'2 - K) p.m. years.
F ays he’s doiiutions)6l|rion-perishnblc)foodFsa^F
re than 20 The limited editions of his work and toys which will go to the needy
arc now on sale. at Christmas. ■
By ANDKIAS
I om delighted to be rejoining ; 
you in the pages of The Review as 
we wander through some of my 
favourite worlds together the ;; 
many varied worlds of the 
Orient: Frorn our seemingly 
dititimt and secure vantage point ; 
bn the ‘'far sideff of the^^^^^^
Rim we can watch the charming; 
yet griiinri the serchc yet frantic ' 
ahd|::)cvcf:}J:fascinating}}:|drama':: 
:-mnfold.'
Some day I believe that we will 
' take our place on at least some of 
these J'fnf distant stages. 
they are becoming less distant nil
Wc do have the hi.xury and 
privilege of choosing the time and 
-place of purticipuiing in this 
particular World, 1 suggest it is 
the most promising one in terms
':■};}} Of'}bu r}}'rtit u rFA nd;>F^ propose'^ to^'.
examine with you some of the 
countless facets that make up this 
I interesting and compelling pan 
of otir earth.
no expertise, I 
wi 11 enjoyi sharing some of my 
impressions and interpretations 
; with y^ Although of all tire:
nations of the Orient, China arid 
1; :Japari have had and continue to}; 
} have} tire gfeatest} im pact on the 
; w6 as well as tipori




rfi i jn theworld arc in Southeast Asia 
(Singapore, Malaysia, I’haihmd, 
etc) and in Korea.
, this tune I ho)ie to wundci 
farther afield, hoih 
geographically and in terms of 
I will deal with China,
(iiichidirrg; 'rniwanf Hong K 
and Macau) Japan and tlieir Far ' 
Eastern nciglibours both Kpreas, 
Mongolia, the vast unknown 
islands of Micronesia. ; - |
AVe will explore the exciting 
and explosivcrarea of Southeast 
Asia - which includes Burma, 
iThailand, ; Vietnam, Kaos,
Kampuchca ; (Crimbbd 1 n), ; 
Malaysia, Sing a p o re, 
}lhrilippines; Indbribsla, Pupuri^^ 
}'}.;Ncw!v.Ciuin!?:a.'}yJ)ccausc^; of}:'their,.'.};;, 
buflcr Status I willjjncludc the: 
Himalayan states olj Nepal; and }
} Zhutari.
i ; I Itopc yrm will bear with me : 
y; wmidcr: .-alMnif; in;);;,teni:is ■p,l},;.;yii:
subject matter, ITom my 
perspective I wotild like to deal 
willi ,'.uii)c of ilic hoi fiuul i)«»gc 
political issues such as the Hong
:'::,:y:,Korig.;;,y 'sbvcrcignty'':'yissrie}‘'i.yi,the:J;,
:yvTcarma'menty:.'-:of'-ArJapan,y'ySino«yVy
Ariichibrih rclritibnSv GambodiaF 
etc. but 1 will .switch to .some 
pcr,sonal rcminiscence|; and .some 
hislorical and cultural accounts 
ibr a change of pace." l :will!alsp;) }; 
tryyand report brleny on smne 
new devclopmenls of significance 
which arc imreportcd in the 
regular media outlets.
1 will name my scries "Pacific 
Rim" and 1 will call my,self 
“Xndrias'f rigriin. Althbiigh 
on a } y ,self-proclairncd 
''sabbaucal" from politics, I ' 
hasrir ihrcatcricd tbAbihQrirtmtc,} '; 
tlicrefore F wi 11 keep my various ; ' 
lives separate and will not use this y 
I’orunr to prorimtc; Kangel; tlic;; 
poliiican.
1 chose Andiias because it Is , 
tite name of a i inagnifltciil 
“Japanese and CJtincse animal, 
rdcscribed and named of 
triagrilficcrit Japanese: and
Ghiripsc ririimal,;;^ 
riamed in the 19tF^ 
pfCmy} heroes. Andrias is^ 
proper ;scicnti fic' narrie given to 
the;giant;snlarnandefs found -- 
increasingly rarely T- iiT the 
mountain 'strearns of cen 
Japan and ' the remote Chinese 
“prbviticcs of Shichuan,} Yunnan 
)and;Guizhbu'.':F;',yF''.|;FA;';y;':;i}y::
The German doctor Philipp- 
FfanZ J/on rsiebtrid 
yNagasaki iny 1823 ;wbile Japany 
was siillla closed and forbidden 
}:biripirc):}'}:ris'kln'g};}}A,tri'riicd,iafc}}; 
■J belt ending or--''worse:'''y'ylj<!“ 
succeeded iri gettingy in and in
:; exchangey ;l'or:y teaching; A
; J ripa,?te sc},|;abo tf,iy;'y't )te;;v'1 a t est}- 
;:};:lhtropcrin}:mcdicaidcvelbpntentsf}' 
y he managed to iravel: around 
ycbUecifhg sclentfliC! arid c 
information.
He was imprisoned for years
on suspicion; of being a spy but 
.still published,a valuable work on 
the natural histoiy of Japan 
which is .still usevl today.
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By Helen Lanji
Listening to Tall Tales is 
always a lot of fun, but 
telling your own can be 
even _ better. That’s why By Wendy Laing
librarians Mary Kiel ans and Reduce stress: Go bananas in a fitness class, Peninsula
Penny Grant invited local Recreation’s redo sign, read last week, 
youngsters to Exercise is important and an exercise class is a worthy
1 °i experience. The pulsating music takes hold and sensibly
Childrens Book Festival yQ^ ^ork your body by stimulating muscles. This stretch 
this yeai. Thirty entries jj^cl strength work-out produces an air of excitement, 
were received, and live in a room packed with participants, one can sense the 
lucky names were diawn to effort being exerted and the dedication behind the sweaty
receive Canadian childrens headbands. Inspiration is gained by constructing and 
paperbacks as prizes. Here niaintaining a healthy and fit body.
Just before we went off on our trip to England a friend ^ ^ winning entries told source which drives these enthusiasts to touch their
in 49 words or less. more time (“keep your knees bent’’), and do onedropped in with a small gift beautifully wrapped and in the
^ Liz Giles: Nothing could more sit-up (“stomachs in—don’t let your backs do the
the bud in a tidy narrow-necked vase and the next day we make Happy Hank mad. work’’) are of course, the instructors.
: . Not even if his wife Cindy McKenzie is such an individual. In her three
When we got home a month later I noticed the rose croaked, house fell in or . enjoyable years instructing at Panorama, she is toned and
V leavbs were still siting in the vase on the windowsill (the someone burned his money, ' healthy, with the spirit and vitality ofa racehorse. -
bud had long gone) and since the effect was more grim If somebody pulled his hair With fitness as a “priority” in her lile, McKenzie 
than pretty I attempted to dump it out into the container he would laugh and pat awakes with the rooster to instruct her morning work-out
used for compost. them on the back. The only from 6:15-7 a.m., Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
gentlyj I gave thing that made him upset “Since this program started last January, the enrollment
5 it a yank and out it came dragging a long healthy root was when some one touched ha.s tripled and it makes a “morning person” teel great!’’
5 behind it; To think that after all these years of attempting his teddy bear. she explained.
to root roses (taking careful cuttings, treating them with Heather Sadlish: ! had a This instructor has to get accustomed to the sunrise 
j .hormones, potting thern in weli-balanced soil, covering (jog who was one centimeter fitness, but now finds it essential for early energy. The time 
y ^ giving them “royal por his meals, he ate is ideal for those working a 9-5 p.m. shift—- a good
treatment”) and having none of them do a thing, and then one piece of bacon a week breakfast and a shower can .still be included,
have this silly tiny twig, with no help ataU rnanufa^ and a carton of milka year. McKenzie emphasizes the work-out is for strength and
rocn tFat would make a tree sit up and la . ]g in my old jewelry ; stretch, with aerobics on the side and is definitely not a
, , 1 , , ' ,,, . ; J* 1 i J box with Kleenex ; for dancercize Drosram She would like to see a larser
, At present it is back on the window sill, in well-balanced 1 infominatelv oiir i„.„.
:> soil in a :stnall pot, and I:am ,waiting to see what wiil einoilment of men, to compliment thoseaiready aitending.
‘eye-opener” work-out (6:15-7 a.m.)
happen next. Makes'apersonbeiieve in miracles doesnH it? After seeing the fine exercise program, they aiways stay
Pat James and her husband Jim dropped in on me one ‘ In August, McKenzie instructed aerobics to a very
afternoon not long ago, catching me out in the garden , jg Panorama’s hockey
looking much the worse for wear, (alas! The story of my Betsy skipped gaily down clinic,
life!) They are from the garden club in Parksville, so we Street while her ^ _
had a delightful time picking one another’s brains, rubber man-sized
"Himseif” wasn't home so was spared a coupic of hours cracked the 43 packs of m crests you or the intense program at 
nf..nad„hprflt-d“eardenta!k” Bubblcyum. While her jaws 9-10 a.ni. Mondays, Wednesdays ■ or Fridays, take
ot unaamteraua g . ," • v.- u , fprr.rinnslv worked awav of these opportunities, your body will love youPat suggested readers might enjoy somethmg about ;Terqciousiy \yprK^a^,^^ kj v ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
holly and a couple of new methods of storing fuchsias, and she blew a pink,
dahlias, which friends of hers have found to be humungous bubble. Betsy For Your Health: Attend a fitness work-out regularly, 
wonderfully satisfactory. started to rise. She is still gj^g ^ody a rest period, breathe properly, and
Since most of you will already have got your dahlias up chewing her bubblegum protect your back (keep it flat) by working, only tight 
and your fuchsias inside we’ll leave that for the moment today, on the moon, that is. abdominal mu.scles. Listen to your instructor’s advice and 
and go on to holly. . .it is getting close to THAT time of Philip Teale: For my employ it in your fitness at your own pace.
year. ■ _ dad’s birthday, I made him
Those of you fortunate enough to have holly trees right ^ pancake. It was two 
' outside in the garden, may be considering shipping some to massive football fields and 
relatives or friends. Even with the frightening cost of was created with 100 tons of
31 « Wo a/H ‘/''FVi t^V’V *-'-.'.'i V ■e'-A’’-- .''•'’.•'■'’■'’Vi: i‘ i'"’ _'i _ .'cause 1 used Safer’s . 
^Flea Soap. Organic, safe 
"... and at all pet 
stores and lawn '&
\ garden centres. ^
Ota. Who couldresist? We bought several boxes. Hamburger Factory. We’ve |
When we opened up the cartons there were the holly ^ °cf I
sprigs as advertised, but as bare as an unset table, with the pvmg , ou ic si c t | , 
. ZX. of r.tUina about in the bottoms of hamburger m the world It
?WS!ciii^ilFee'?€oBstruCtlonfLtcl^
the boxes.? Holly without berries leaves something to be v; ... - , : ; -
desired somehow! Being fairly young at that time, and
pretty ignorant, we hadn’t heard that holly leaves when ^ vj, cniri for
soaked in boiling water make a stimulating drink (nor did ^ '
' we know about mushrooms that make you think you are 
Tarzan) so the whole exerci.se was without benefit lo Tall Talcs arc on display 
anyone save those “sea scouts” who (one hopes) bought a in Sidney-North Saanich 
boat with the money. library.
That year we did put one naked holly spring on the 
breast of the turkey, substituting candies cherries for the 
missing berries. I noticed a few raised eyebrows during 
dinner but no one actually said anything. Anyway, since 
that time 1 have done some research on shipping holly so 
that it doesn’t arrive in a box that sounds like castanets 
when .shaken.
Up until recently you were able to buy something called 
(stop-drop’! hprnibne spraysv and these worked very well






on the palms of your 
j human voice by a full octave?) these sprays are no longer 
I'; ( lai.aiiabl/. Vrtii \»Hlt nbui tiiti/i* tn tn iiRinn somethintravailable. Yobiwill now lm 
called “Tomato h'niit Set” (which is a hormone spray) or 
use a product called “Envy” which may also be sprayed on 
your Christmas tree as a fire rcpellani and tieedle-keepcr- 
onner.
Pack your holly in newspaiicr in a liglttweight box while s ; 
il is still damp, and it .should travel without damage, and
sui prise. I
w, ..
Jncti A eiil« MauAuity
Yoit' voi tribil; tho: *! oobd ’' j, linifis I a' low n. v. 
Now tfy.tiio;y‘flrbf|t’'; timo8 on Ih^^
^ i » » !• « a » t a » a I * * t * lb* y
y-yi.'i ;
I a « i a. < • Ibl
" I 'I 'i' t-T' 4' t' i-‘
Mt0IUM l0lb./M>6>. j.
Island View Freezer Ltd
WHOM ipis rt'jii IP 700IS Enit SaanICih Rd.
fullii'iO nM'.Wini) Will
Best SfiiorgasWdrrf /ff rotvrt
ibetiergwith:X:Z'^^ 
Littfe Butler m M
Ai Tlio Bi uiilwoutl lull 7172
652’9515 ON THE WATER 652-2413
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The most elaborate set in Grassroots Theatre 
Company’s history is now under construction at Parkland 
school.
The set, created by Sheila Harrington for the upcoming 
production of the musical Grease will feature the front of a 
high school, complete with Corinthian columns, two fully- 
furnished bedrooms, a malt shop with soda fountains, a 
basement rumpus room, and a garage which will house a 
real hand-built “candy apple-primer’’ hot rod loaned to 
the theatre company by Duncan Gurton.
Set construction, which is part of a technical project by 
the set design class, is moving briskly. But Harrington says 
they are still trying to borrow a number of 50s-style items 
essential for the completion of the set.
Letters have gone out to parents requesting attics, 
garages, and even living rooms be scoured for a short 
single bed (five feet long), one armchair, one vanity (two 
feet by three feet), one chest of drawers (three feet wide), 
two couches (five feet long), two small picnic tables with 
benches, three bar stools, and four soda fountain counter 
stools with the unforgettable revolving seats.
Most importantly, the company desperately needs to 
borrovy large posters of such teen idols of the era as: Elvis 
(who else) Pre.slcy, Marilyn Monroe, James Dean, Marlon 
Brando, Fabian, and Edd (“Kookie Kookie lend me your 
comb’’) Byrnes. If you could lend any of the above items, 
please call the school at 656-5507.
Other areas of production are also progressing rapidly. 
The reason for this, says director Doug Bambrough, is the 
“tremendous interest and c.xcitment this show is 
generating.’’
Stage manager Beckie Fricker agrees. “Many of us were 
nervous at first, doing something like this, but now 
everyone is really looking forward to opening night.’’
As stage manager, Beckie, in her final year at Parkland,
has assumed a great deal of responsibility for many facets 
ot the production. Aside from organizing personnel for 
rehearsals, she will be completely in charge of running each 
performance.
Because of a few programming difficulties, performance 
dates have been moved back a week to Dec. 8, 9, 10, 15, 
16, and 17. Showtime is 8 p.m.
Tickets, which went on sale Tuesday, may be obtained 
by phoning the school. Prices are $4.50 reserved, $3.50 
general with $ 1 off for students and senior citizens.
OPEN FOR
— Tuesday te Friday 
DINNERS — From 5 p.m. Daily
(except Monday)
SIIUMV RRiiueu
2328 Harbour Road §§§ SS22




The. Victoria YM-YWGA 
is sponsoring a creative 
writing contest of fiction, 
non-fiction or children’s 
stories. Emtries must- be 
between !■ 500 and 2,500 
words, double spaced on 
81/2 X 1 
Registration fee $3, all 
entries must be received by 
I Dec. 31 . Contest entry ;
forms from the Y, 880 
j , Courtney St.y Fqr more 
information call Winona
d/lR. BUSINESSiViAN:
jf your Business Phone Number is new or has been recently changed, please call us 
and weMI run it free di charge for a period ol three months. This service limited to the y 
Review’s Trading area.
Humber
Fred Thornton and Peter Hamer are the Beacon Barbers. A recent scientific study has | p^gh at 386-7511 Winriers
demonstrated that if you wrote down every joke, anecdote, fact and opinion issued by Fred and I each category will receive 1
Peter you would have a file of information that would completely cover Sealey Way (the new I a book and luncheon.
name for Beacon Ave., according to Fred.)
Fred has lived on the peninsula all his life, 247years; Peter has only lived here half that long. If 
the Beacon Barbers could not be the Beacon Barbers you can bet they would do something where 
they could still be in contact with the people of Sidney. Peter and Fred would probaby open up 
either a pawn shop or a massage parlor.
Company Haiue^
(o^i) Ames Repairs and Rentals... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... 652-25121
(51 j Carol’s Beauty Salon...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 652-4386
MSI Entire Maintenance & Supplies Ltd......................................... 656-3233 ^
((i4iGolden Sheaf Bakery...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-3132
(M)Hal’sComputhrEyes.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-1215 j
(SQilrma Industries..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-1622
(SiiMcTaggart.Dr.Sue ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656-9911 (
irjiMIchaelFeeConstructionLtd..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .656-0093 |
lObiPeninsula Old & New Shop II 656-62821/^^ ■ ' ‘
iBiPeninsula Signs.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ 656-9626^
ib'iiSidneyFeed&GardenSupplies _............................................  656-9444*^^
(1/iThree Sisters Convenience Store ‘ . ' .656-6711
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OPEN DAILY 11 AM for
Fine Canadian A Chinese Food 
1 DlNIi IN OR TAKF 01)1 
812 Verdler Ave., Brentwood Bay' 
652-3622
Steak ill endwdor House




y Sunday Brunch I l;30'l!30 
7172 Brentwood Drive 
Phone 652-2413 or 652-9515
y|/rc^,.
OPEN from 5 P.Mi
/:y/:y;y;;:7.yPAYSiA:.WEEK::::
’ Wf'il Rrl hy _ I
Rny.ii (Jak .Sliopplng Ciiiilio ' |








Fri.-Sal, 8.1(11-0 prill |










Chinese & Canadian Food;/ s ?
Ol'IH Milil . Tlnim 4,.IB . 11.00 , ■ I
rni;« Sim rioo* lioolm;/ - > smh; 4tii84tip.'m,;y I 
' /i ;',ii(iilvniy,y(ilh;t<|iiilniuin tiifliii, \
2493 Beacon Avo.; G56-3944 1
yysya t
faiwous charbroiled
Lniov (uir 24'iittm Snlacl Har ; 
//.-y TAKE-OUT . :
IN THE BEACON PI.A2A MALL
2321 Beacon Avd, ^Inoy'
656-4822
STEftK. Pim & SPACHETTI HOUSE






TAKE OUTS 656-5596 - 7 
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Mon. to Silt. 8 anrr to 4 pm 
Sunday 9 am to 4 pm
|lc0taur«nt
■ ■•I. "; /iy.
at FAMILY PRICES I
Man. to Fri, 9 am 9 pm "
Sal. 9 am-10 prn Sun, 9 am-9 pm 1
'656.4115 2359 Beacon Ave.,
y * M/;#''.lil
^lAWWESrytE Ci00K/J^C'&
10% Senior Citizen Discount 2 p.m.-7 p.m. ileily 
7 DAYS A WEEK 7 fl.m; • 7 p
IRE'yAHOUT OUP,
When it ciinies to Inini olit bur^
than aiiyonel Let us help you plan an appropriate
advertising inenu, call today for a
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By Angela Isaac 
Mr. Abrioux, an avid 
squash player and I'ormer 
UVic rugby player, is the 
second of the three interns 
currently at Claremont. He 
graduated from S.M.LI., 
furthered his education at
has found th^t life is members have shown 19-0. *V
settling down forkhem too. tremendous improvement. So far no other teams ago I said the bubbles auhe 
The team ran in an exciting We wish the team good luck have^been invoived with g'|
(and wet) race on Nov. 16. for next year. matches. Most of them Grad 81 written on (h^eir
?hree team members, have been extremely busy rear ends,^.l_wasn I so. They
PadS Jaques,: iBrandoii "The junior rugby team practicing^^ and even the
S Sey— has r.emr=:s; ^jea„._ a.
By Mary Ann Jones KirUii^lKr his^ducatiomat At Claremont Mr: were going to the B.C. race, place in the league. With preparing .^^eir up- _ Peter Sager’s Mv
Gettingbackintotheswingofthingsaftertheteachers’ yVic; then decided he Abrioux teaches a social We wish them the best of two outstanding tries by coming season in January, omitte g .. y
o fo„t Thr^ ctrilrri itcplf nmirrerl at an . _i . _ i_ 1__J 1 1 Darren Reisiu the Snartans Watch C
VJCIHH6 ua.,^ i.i iw tiiw ov.w.e, vx. vwtwfeo v... ----- - - - -uvic, incu oeciueu lie APrioux leacnes a sueiai wc wish luciu iiic ucbi , c. n.,-,. anolnaies to all of the
strike took a few days. e strike itself occurred t  Yi^v^Qj-i^ fQj- studies class and French . luck. , rr i ig t p rt t ou e y <; K,,hhles
awkward time tor Stelly’s; we were on the first day of our a while and study at another To help him “cope” he is Everyone on the team triumped over Parklands Parklands! 
quarter finals week. As a result many students found university. taking an adolescent performed well, even if it
themselves writing two or more finals the day before the selected McGill and psychology course, along was raining and the trail
strike, and a few of us encountered a final on the first day spent several years there, with two other teaching was covered in two feet of
back! Speaking French was no classes. He found that mud! An anonymous
But, as I said, we have once again settled into the usual problem for Mr. Abrioux as teaching was basically what photographer who
routine, albeit an altered one due to the quarter changeover hoth his parents speak he expected. Most of his witnessed the race
and course changing. ^ French fluently . He family is mvoiveo witn commented on me
Report cards for Stelly’s were due out Nov. 21. That s a achieved a Bachlor of Arts teaching and he felt that he determination that, all of
definite hint that it’s time to start hassling junior if you ygg^gg <«pjQ^Qurs,” he was aware of what to Claremont’s runners
haven’t viewed his grades yet! proudly adds. He returned expect. showed, regardless'of the
Grad photos are scheduled for Nov. 28, 29 and 30. Any to Victoria because “this is Mr. Abrioux is hoping to position they finished,
grade 12 student considering buying a photo is reminded where my family lives.” become more involved with This year has been a
that the proofs will cost $5 at the sitting, and any package this year of the students council now rewarding experience for all
photos will be extra. And don’t forget that even if you interning at Claremont Mr. that the first few weeks are of the runners. Mr.
aren’t even considering a photo package, get your photo AbHoux plans to continue over and things are settling Simmonds is just as proud
done anyway, at no cost, or your picture won’t appear in teaching — possibly at , down. We all hope he as ever, with, this terrific
the annual. . S.M.U. He is still quite enjoys his year here. Next team. Through * the
Speaking of the annual. . .as editor, I would like to say involved with his old week we will finish our scorching sun, thegruelling
we are progressing quite satisfactorily. We’ve just school, only now he is a profile on intern teachers. breakfast runs and the
developed our first lot of photos, and it looks as if for the housemaster! wThe cross-country team famous Victoria rain all
first time in the history of Stelly’s annual, we’re going to
. in l d h
have enough candid shots to fill it. As things are going, we 
will have no difficulty in meeting our first deadline in early
December. V 1 IfllS U§&
Tina Doehnel and Dick Guenther are representing 
Stelly’s in the high school Counterattack Driver Safety 
Program. The first organizational meeting was held Nov. „
16. Tina is also in charge of fund raising on the grad Time on your hands? 
executive. ^ Between jobs? Out of
As usual, Stelly’s students are making their marks in the work? Special afternoon 
world of sports. Under the expert coaching of Tom programs at the Victoria 
Turnbull, our junior boys’ volleyball team placed third in YM-YWCA may interest 
their league; Though they lost to Dunsmuir Thursday night you — activity class, 
in the semi-finals, they are still alive and fighting for a recreational sports,
' chance at the Island finals. i gymnasium yoga and
f Our swim team was victorious at th^ relaxation, swirri, coffee,
seven students are taking part in the B.C. high school finals tea, social^^^^ 
this weekend - Nov. 25 and 26 at the Crystal Pool. co nversat ions and
discussions^ Cost $1 per
Stelly’s Thought For The Week time or whatever you can
We often forget, or choose to ignore, the dangers of ^.^^^ibute. Babysitting 
drinking and driving. Many people use the old excuses of service.
“nothing will happen to me” or “I haven’t had too The objective is to reduce 
much.” But the facts of the matter are that something can Tup cfrecs and frustratioh of 
happen to you, and any amount of liquor ik too much
when combined with driving. physical activUy^^^^
The danger you present to yourself and others as soon as ‘ c o m m u n i c a t i o n w i t h 




Try one Ot our 8 varieties 
of burgers
and we'li serve it on; 
a homemade bun! ;
BUN-DAY BURGER 
PRICE INCLUDES
On Monday’s ... we make our own burger 
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Ml classified ads myst be submit­
ted to our office before noon on {^lon- 
day prior to pubSication date. We are 




The Review reserves the right to ciassily ads under appropriate hiadings and to set rates 
theretore and to determine page iocation.
The Review reserves the right to revise, edit, classity or reject aiy advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to the Review Box Reply Services, and ti repay the customer the 
sum paid tor the advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on "Hold" instructions will be destroyed unless'nailing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requested not lo send iriginals ol documents to 
avoid loss.
All claims ol errors in advertising must be received by the publisher within 30 days alter 
the lirsi publication. ^
II is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability o'The Review in the event 
ol lailure lo publish an advertisement or in the event ol an error agioaring in the advertise­
ment as published shall be limited lo the amount paid by the advertser lor only one incorrect 
insertion tor the portion ol the advertising space occupred by the InrorrecI or omitted item on­
ly. and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than :he amount paid lor such 
advertising. .•
V ^ Aufo^Cor^ ^ 1
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER
complete finishing inside or out. 
Renovations and repairs, $9 per 
hr. or free estimates. Don 656- 
1876. 3nc49
ATARI CARTRIDGES. Excellent 
boy’s skates, sizes 13, 4-6. 
Bunnies. Reasonable. 652-3802.
3 n c 4 8
EXPERIENCED RELIABLE house 
cleaner, reasonable rates, own 
transportation. 656-3876 or 479- 
1202. 2c48
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
Obituaries .,.................. ..
Cards of Thanks (.. ,...... . ....,. ........2 1
Notices ..:.(./.;...............:... 3 1
Lost.. ,................. ... ........... ..:.. .... .4 .;,:j
Found .. . ...... . ......... .(.. 5 I
Personals .../.......... ........ ... ..(.;...........6
Business Personals................. . . ... ... . . . . ...7
Business Opportunities ... (...... . ... . ..•. .... .8 ' 1
(Help Wanted . .. ........ ............. ......
Work Wanted....................... . .............. ..10
Miscellaneous For Sale .............. .......___ ...11
, Garage Sales...........__ ....... ........ . ....... . . :i2 (,
WantedToBuy ..;.......... .13 i
Pets.......... . . : .. . . .......... ....... . . .... . .14
livestock:. ... ....... . ................ . ,. . . . . , .(. . . . . .15
Farm Produce .......... . ................... ,:i6
Gardening .; ..;.....(............. . ....... . ........ 17 1
Boats & Marine ....... .. ........... .. .......18 1
Motorcycles..... . ............... ............. :.19 1
Aircraft ........ .............. ..............20 I
iBUSlNESSi
PERSONAE^
LOVING CARE given to your 
children in my home by pre-school 
instructors. Call Susan, 656-9245 
before 6 p.m. (full time 
preferred), 3nc47
NEW FEVER DETECTOR.
Children & Mom love the new 
Fever Detector. It's the easy way 
to find a fever. Easy top read, fast 
response, reusable, unbreakable. 
Hospital tested, accurate within 
'/? degree. Send $2.95 plus 75c 
postage to: CLINITEMP, P.O.Box 
86404, North Vancouver, B.C. 
V7L4K6. 4pb50
CONMAC AUT0W10T8VE






I WE HAVE'ALL TYPES OF FEN-i 
! CING. Residential — Industrialf 
—Farm. Pressure treatedf 
posts & lumber. Supply or in-| 
stalled, ask about burl 
specials. ; 652-24 1 2 
652-1 121. 33il
BE SELF EMPLOYED - National 
ma n uf actu rer requires
representetive for corporate and 
team sportswear sales. Excellent 
renume.iation. Contact: 
INTOSPORT DESIGN, 5093 
Canada Vi'ay, Burnaby, B.C. V5E 
3N1. 524-0301, 585-6197
evenings. 2pb47
LOVING FAMILY DAY CARE in my 
home. Newborn to 5 years. More 
than 25 years experience. Full 
time only. 656-9998. 8p52
EXPERIENCED. EFFICIENT 
LADY will do housework. 
Trustworthy & reliable. 656-9462.
4p48
ECONO MEAT SAWS. Stainless 
Steel Tables, Cast Aluminum 
Pulleys 12” x 16" Cutting 
Capacity. $695.00 F.S.T. Exempt, 
Free Delivery to B.C. Till Dec. 25 , 
1983. Greenslades (403) 854- 
4488. Ipb47
Cal! 656-5581
For FREE ESTIMATES COUISIOH UtPAIRS I'P
2104 Malaview 
Sidney
“Certified Body Shop ®Radiator Repairs 




VERSATILE HANDYMAN capable 
of doing boat repairs, carpentry, 
gardening & house maintenance. 
656-9462. 4p48
MATURE, RELIABLE babysitter 
wanted for 3 mo. old baby in our 
home. Part-time with some 






Machinery .:.. . v.. 
Farm Machinery . 
FFor Rent.. 
Wanted to Rent , : . . 
Real Estate For Sale. 


















AITthe spaghetti & meat sauCe 
you can eat - .mild . regular or 
Diablo.
77 SUNSET STRIP COLECTOR’S 
RECORDS. Old New Rare Rock 
Soul Blues. US/UK Imports, 
Tapes of Extremely Rare Records. 
We Mail Anywhere. Send want 
lists to: P.O. Box 616, Port 
Coquitlam, B.C.V3B6H9. Ipb47
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER.
Cedar posts and rails. Select tree 
falling. 656-4213. 4387-tf
©Biiy ::
ffo/d your special function in 
our private room. We will 





BUY IN BULK. Save up to 30% 
Alberta AT; meats, top quality 
brand name freezing products: 
Great West Foods. 384-5488 or 
652-1475. ■ ; :; ; 8c50;;;
Published :on Wednesday;ql every week;;
CARIBOO PRtSS |1969| LTD 




'(prepaymentrate vonlyl; -. Consecutive 
.repeat insertions.;$1,00 per weeki OverV; 
'V20‘wprgs;lfirsl week)'; each'extfajword.
'. ;b14 centsjXonsecutive repeatlnsertions;
' (over;20 vvords .10.cents-per each addi- T 
;- tional; :; word,;'' Box ./(numbers;,; $1:00.' 
la'ClassIfieO;display; rate' iupon(rettuhsL;;- 
( Charge ciassilieds are $3,00 lor the lirsL: ( 
,V; Vveek.;VISA rate is also $3.00 lor ttie lirsti. 
;”'"week.,:s''
BEAT THE STRIKES, AND the 
FEDS-/brew your own beer and :
:v.WHY PAY;- $250-$300 FOR
T'CANNED MUSIC"; when you can F Natural Foods. 656^4634 ; :;4wc49 
F ;hire,;:Eric’S/MusicW^ine’’; (the ;:;;j^E^T,j^Q., / costs;/ HIGH??
; ;;boogie--ma n) s for; $ 15 0 ? 1 m; T^w; y AL L E Y COM FORT;;'; wood
here, but have a 55pOO_^und 
light system and have 10 years ;
expeTience;fl;entertaining;;F;at-;:-ear dealers .namei;TVALLEY< ^ 
hundr^eds of functions, across COMFORT, Box 15.-Cr 
:^eanada^656-2797. 4p48 x/alley, B.C. (604)*-’-35a
65S-8975
;386-8396
■ Bookkeeping toTtriaT'balance,, 
payrolls, write-up:, work..iOpe 
Time.;only:or regular basis.; My 
iofti^ ( or:; yoursT/Typing; 
( photocopying also available.'T'
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western 
Canada’s largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
catalogues available. (Norburn 
Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.G. V5C 
2K5. Phone 112-299-0666. tf
BE SELECTIVE. New LCD 
QUARTZ MINI VCR1800. 
Compact, attractive, multi­
functional alarm clock. Quartz 
accuracy - quality guaranteed. 
Only $19.95 prepaid. Order 
today. Consumer Merchandizing, 
P.O. Box 86401, North 








MOBILE AND MARINE DIVISION 
Free Pickup & Delivery
• PRESERV-A-SHINE • UNDERCOATING • SUNROOFS 
» ENGINE SHAMPOO • TAR REMOVAL 
•COMPLETE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR CLEANING AND PROTECTION
PAULINE'SHANDICRAFTS for 
pottery, carvings, ceramics, 
jewellery (pewter, rock), knitted 
ba by items, toys . 24 24 Beacon. 
Vintage Bentley car ( for hire,; 
(weddings, etc.)656-3714 or656- 
(■'(6693;';;.::';.; 26p04;
PAY TV DE-SCRAMBLERS. Build 
your own. Schematic . and, 
complete , instructions $9,95. 
Cheque or money order. Cheques 
must clear. F.T.S. 
ELECTRONICS, P.O. BOX 574, 
Brantford, Ontario. (N3T 5N9. 
Same Day Service. Ipb47
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby; B.C. V5J 1E6, 
Complete satellite packages from 
; $1,995. Financing available, no 
down payment p.A.C. $29 per 
(. month: Dealer inquiries welcome. 
( Phone 112-430-4040: ;
PORTRAITS IN PASTEL from 
photo,; no sitting ( necessary. 
Beautiful Christmas gift idea. 
Children and pets a specialty,; 




FRESH, QUALITY BAMERY GOODS 
AND FRIENDLY SERVICE 
Lou & Joan Neudecker 656-3132
GIRLS RED RAMPAR BIKE, ages 
(6-10, good condition, $65. 652-;
:P607(, ■ ;/lp47;(((;.
BLAGK AND WHITE TV, nearly:
(new, (. $ 50;(; (, Hand;:;, loom ,; 4(i; 
ha masses $ 5 5 ( 6 5 6 -4 06(3;; F(2 p4 8;;EXPE^ PRUNING TRIMMING_________________________________
and : general gardening. SANDAK SHOES - great fortravel FiNDLAY FIREPLACE INSERT; 
Reasonable, rates: Call 656-5382 and holiday wear; or just around;











CLEANING - reasonable rates. 
(PhoneC56-3317. 35t
/ayailabl^lnc^vk^al sales or shoe guFFALO WOOL SWEATpS,;;
parties.652-30j8._________size 18, gray, black & white,
(liP r TO (■ $ PAID for your ziooer front(i90 'per; s
VIOLIN LESSONS,’private tuition Some dealerships available,
: in my studio, 2 miles from Sidney 1 pb4 7 




c Malaview; (Phone 
8p51




'/.S i ep tna . W'os. dacn. your weddihg(gdwn;accessdries;; (ei-TEARS 
(Graduate (UVic School of Music, sg^g travel costs:(;Go\vns and (((DRYWaLL;
:(656-7594. 4p48 - —
$27; 34"x82", $29. Lots more lADIES S-SPEED Apollo, 20’’ 
m Mirrors and all types of glass ^ frame, good condition, $50. 656- I 
innri ;rli‘;rnimt-;-:nrires»/;NeW-(i and void - vvv'.;;;; ■ -i;:; v
TONY TRISCHKA & SKYLINE in
concert December lst, 8:00 p.m. 
at;Harpp’s,;i5 Bastion: Squre. , 
This(inrlbvativeygroup from New
EXPERIENCE
................. SidneyH’Bmh^ discount prices ixiew anu oiu 2552 evenings 2p48
(ThirigSj ClayburnrB.e: VOLXIEO. Bay reasoriable rates; wood doors etc. VISA, ,c.., yann
(DiVi^on(Of (Florerjce Gowns of Excell|nt work;656-9919. 4p47 MASTEReARD:f((Glark:;(Epter; ;Z^^yS/,;rud^^^^dran^x g
Abbotsford Ltd. Ipb47
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
(( $15 pet year in Canada lor The, Review.. 
($12 per year for senior cilizrins: ’■
CORRECTIONS
.(CotTenliqns should he m.ide belore iho( 
second rnsorlion Allowance c,in be rnade; 
lor one incorteci inserlion only, We, 
reserve Ihe righi lo xhissil'y ads under 
(apprcprialehcadings.
PLAY POPULAR; PIANO. New
- . _ (horne study course^:;Fast,; easy:
York performs a unique: blend of ; method. For sample chord finder,;
rock, bluegrass and jazz, and is a ; v^,rjte: Studio Cliai; Russel &
must for any lover of new acoustic Associates, 10060 - 102 Ave. , Ft; 
music. Presented by The Pacific; st, John, B.C( V1J2E2. Ipb47:
Bluegrass & Heritage; Society. ---------------------------------------
Tickets: $6.50 general: ($5(50 
members; available at Richard’s
Records, The Folklore Centre and ... ...
Mezzrow's For ||jcther ®RlTISF4 QUALIFIED mobile hair 
( informationcall388-4520.; Ip47 stylist,(will do your hair in your
CASHPAID for precious gem set 
jewellery and solid silyer. Phone 
656-7189 6 p.m. to8 p.m. 3nc49
WIN TE R E A N - U P.
(Inside/butside, all around, heavy 





1 ".V HOCKING - On November 10, 
1983 Mrs,;Vera V,; Hocking of ( 
Victoria, B.C, passed away in 
Palm (Desert, California. Sadly 
missed by her loving husb<ind 
William P,, (Bill), daughter and 
son-in-law, Pat and Gary 
Donaldson, three grandchildren,
1 grefit; grand child, nieces, 
nephews, and many friends. 1 p4 7
MYSTERIOUS LOSS - two
keepsake rings, early August, 
owner assumed misplaced, 
REWARD. 656-2728, lp47
DEEP(COVE MAN with truck, 
H0use, (:; yard,; ;( garden 
maintenance,; carpentry, hauling, 
home. Cheap rates,;guaranteed away,;; winciow ( (cleaning,, 
satisfaction. Phone Susan, 656- ( eavestrdughs, roofs: (cleaned, 
8838. 10283 Resthaven :Dr., chainsaw ; (work, ; (fencing. ’ 
Sidney, ( ( .( ( 2p48 Reasonable rates;anywhere bn
peninsula) Phone Malcolm, 656- 
9312,'(("('I nc7(:
( PLEASE KEEP ME and then come cTmrr»i?siSr% ...f ^.iit 
to visit Western Canada's largest
display of (used and new off ice ( fi^^
furniture. Plus;everything (else
you need for your office - .: J (/ .-i.
PHILLIPS OFFICE FURNITURE in (PORTABLE ( MANUAL Smith 
Surrey, at 13450 -(108 Ave, - Corona typewriter, with carrying: 
Open six days perweek. 112-588- case, ;(2 ( year's ( old, excellent: 
0411.^; 1 pb47 ; condition, $125.652-1465. Ic47
(Dry);
(Liquid Dry)
‘Expert ;Carpet a Upholstery Cleaning The Unique Way:’
FHEE ESTIMATES -BONDED S, INSURED ,
6S6-3730 4374911




SUNDAY • LOST, Black walking 
cane West Saanich or Mills Road, 
Please phone652-1689. Ic47
IMMACULATE GARDENERS will 
take care of air your gardening 
and (maintenance needs. Call . 
Lindaor Doug, 6756-9570. 6p50
COMPUTER BOOKS, "Kids 6 to 
' 64 ’” ( $23,95( : ’’Elementary 64 " 
$18.95. "Programmers Guide'! 
$27(95(( Shop by mail, VALLEY 
COMPUTERS, 625 ; Cliffe; 
Courtenay, B.C. V9N 2J6. 112- 
3 38-07 27 Visa . Mastercard, 
:''C.0.D;'"((;'/:('/' ";;::"v":,Tpb47
THRIVING JEWELLERY AND 
GIFT SHOP. Interior: B.d. Stock : 
and: building. Retiring after,;37 : 
years. Eriquire:, : : AL’S 
JEWELLERY, Box 98, Nakusp, 
(B.C, VOG 1RO, 265-3554 , (1 pb4 7 (
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER
with $ 10,000 worth of time saving 
tools:(Available now, hourly or 




WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CENTRE Crisis Line, 383-3232: 
We offer information, support and, 
; re(errals;24 hours a day, 7 days a 
; wee k 1, f n
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD,, 5330 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C, V5J 1E6 ,; eXPIRT FINISHING CARPENTRY 
Complete satellite packages from WORK, ‘ backed by years of 
$1,995,00. Financing available,, experience for $8.00/hr, or 
no down paiyment O.A.C. $29,00 ( contract, Please call Frank at652- 
per(:(rnonth, (Dealer ( inquiries ;; 0309 after5:00 p.m. ;( 3^^^ 
welcome, Phone 112-430-4040
^ tfn'" ’ ''/(■'(;;houao;(;:building,((.
PAY TV DE-SCRAMBLERS, build 
your own. Schematic (and 
;complete Instuctions; :$9,95; 
Cheque or money order. Cheques 
must ( ■ clear.; ,/ F.T.S,;
ELECTRONICS,: P.O. box 574, 
Brantford, ( Ontario, N3T 5 N9. 
Same Day Service, , 2pb48
MEAT BANDSAWS, Stainless 
steel tops, $699; Meat grinders,; 
$659; Sausage stutters with fruit ( 
press: attachment,( $299. Allan; 
Creuer, 150 Camelot Avenue, 
Leduc, Alberta. ;T9E1S6. 986- 
" (4891.;;/.''l,(//lpb47.„
BOB'STTBSlEiNllJT/:
::(: ;CORNqrOF:BUnNSIDt & OOIJOUS:;




$ 4 5, C hi Id rens desk $15, 656- 
3863("'■:''lc47
ALCOHOL BREATHALIZER -
( personal tester, pocket; size,::,; 
.amazingly accurate, now (rom 
(Germany, ( introductory; $89,95;; , 
plus tax. Check or M ,0. BOM EL, 
ENTERPRIZES INC;; Box 687,
TRAP: LINE, ; Northern ; B,c„
CARPENTER LOOKING
foundations, -( inouirlos^/^^sundecks, stairs, no job too srnall, ; , 656- :-,.9------ i.. --
.................................................3nc48;'''';; 2167..;
, >: ,( Bow/Spocializing in ((: ;. ;
((((BAKTiBUSTENDYK'::'/’' r-iiiisliincj Garponliy,
' ” l(onr|*Tiiiic'Sidney’ biiil'rier ‘
, (iloiiovato: & Save!:l-RLL LSt 1 iviA’TLS«
Call 6564915
; r. ;>JI.11 Jl 1 1 11 1 M M 1 1 Li M U 1 1 1 1 1 ] ijl (
:/:HuniiniS;iootrip;<:Pepaiis,v:; 
Addilifjiis, Giislnm-mado
- NO JOB TOO SMALL -
;2C48cabins, snowmobile, traps, lots Of :: 652-2560.COU^ELLIW or fanfflios and ; extras; Thislis afy-in Lino in Prlme;;;(*ccouf;™
SENIORS 160 OR MORE], New to ('bdjyiduals qf blFo . Area, Write; pile, Interior News,,; o-oerienco . seeking career bew, ,never used,, heats, up to | 12 p aDAPC;SWnex"oor,'t>r,ow .nyLt The; ?^>iF«rtM Box;560, Smithor.. B,C;;;;ipb47 SSgS SposlSSe-lW sq. II, !595.652.9665 afljr I GARAGh
- ......... ;Contro :,otfors;; Cj^^libg^^^^erviw.^^/88- ((/: ;^^^^_____________ l,Sll I c a i cc
BANtf LOOKINC FOR WORK/ ;;
.Very danceable. Very reasonable, ; ,
I (' !■
Silver, Threads 
classes, activities and a warm; 




Second St(, Sidney. 6561247 ,‘t1
TOiOH Hli-LIAlD HOUSE (or
FTb U S E W1V E S, FA R M1R s;;
businessmen: Learn Income tax 
at home, Write U &R:^havenYr'c;illdsat65695537, unmarried ;;:n)othors:/ ^;F(riond|y’ ^ St., Mtalogues;; Ocean;: Pacitic' : Fan (^^^
'b. time ol iioed,”^ For Winnipeg,;Manitoba.i;R2W 3S6( :4lTy2^ Gallery; lnc;:;:4600: Eas1.(HastinBS( ::^!^
irrENiSMTcoaH^ ; inlSE'K.SJ'tf;!S!±«5iS£!H»i_______ ;IS^ 5!™"^?:;™^:?^' ffi
Jspray 
qwa
SANSCHA HALL FLEA MARKET
ASSOCIATION9 7:88; 2nd St;; is; ;(:(W<^/^|0g
(the Intormation: 'and Volunteer (Excellent ’business''opporturilty.'’ /^ 
problems;ip;ypur1l(0?_pvj^^tm shlpA!o.Hlgh.miallty,HoW/Prlco,^
'OVEREjffir'IQ''Service for the poninStilaCIf you;,;,IS
(rioedyassiStancP or lf you'wislv to (!(:ProDiBm3 iirywur Mioi V7v«it«9iui;> ■ j^lpatjio. HiBh qiiaiit............
( Wluntpor a (pv/:hours:a.weok40; /:Anony50UA,xna,Ji^.y(wL/M
rbofcScr; I^EW^D: alder 




(Info 6 56-4523:;'. rtS'/'
'( -■ji'r - T ,
mm f
B e.,-51Df.tn- u 1.. Dr~-iic;n/r>*y,rTi w..-;
■*’ ( KMlPrlTlAt-'" eWJSTCUC'TlPU"^':':"
Sw..:(”'(;■(’’/;■;((’■(::'(';/:riH|SH'il-r«i'''(:o^(:$«.UTTtY:J^''^
Nr 1 ft 9 R N ilONEY, 0 .C, c$c. 170<
SUNDAY, NOV. 27,10 am p 2 pm 
Jo)^, ^Ju inH ure ((& . pUjoi ; good,
(help others in your community, TECHNOLOGY (604)620-3457 1683.
3nc49,(
please* call 656-0134: tor further 
Into^iatlon, . i H
tXbue





TENNIS (Ping Pong) at
Brentwood Elementary School,:
Mondays 7:30-9:30 p.,m, All ages 
welcome. Further info. 652-4680i 
("65^1531.;.;; tfn
WlE-plNINSULA biSARMiNT
( group meets regularly. To join us. ......
help us, or just for information, WOOD WINDOWS. 
; call056-4642 afters p,m. ((tin SKYLITE8, Largest
■'Ts
days, (604)620-3549 nights, 
Tpb47 .....................................
FAST, ACCURATE typing done In 
my hdhic. Anytime; Reasonable,
656-4853,*(',/::."(.;''.3nc49'
$85 per cord,
spin, »unspiii,' Mapid, ;$95;: pooJ Hornbv PI Sitlnnv
5pllt:;$80: unsplit; Also/|ogBing':r^yY“^^H,°';:^'^y^^'^^
(truck loads,10 cord loads, $650 ,': ------ - ----- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
All cords’guaranteod. Phone 112- 





. problems In your life? Ovoroaters 
(Anonymous can help: you! No 
:(1ues, no welBh-ins, Meetings art; 
Mondays, 8 p m. at 9788 ■ 2nd 




lowest Prices. Walker Door, i 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North ; 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, 
Richmond ; ir2.273'e829. 
Ka m10 0pa (112 - 3,7 4 13 5 66 , 
Nanaimo ll?,r758’7375,(Wlnlaw 
112 -2 2 6 -7 3 4 3, t. II looot 112, -2 5 6 - 




to Buy or Sell 
T«brltorl»B Available 
Yvette Moreen . 
384 73^5 or 595-4140
■ft.;ASSXU1.T Drop-In Broun moolt
*0? POT-YeDB -Chrlitmn, 1.IM on
M: Bai S S; (or'.noro coniputor p.r;™n. - jofe . ORANTON
and ' address, plus 5c per latMil 
Shaw Computer Services; 652*
,:,4353,;::./.;: ;Up48;
(FREE 120; page Curoor Ouido 
shoves how to train at home for 
205 top paying full and part time 
INSTirUie,'' 
26DA Adelaide Street, West; 
Toronto, Call; (416)977-3929;
.(Iriior' ■,:;.':''/.r' .■ ■’ -tin
■' rMII.DRPN;' 'Thi« I'ilnnla-eveninf*
SOSijonwIllbeolferodoveryWfid. SEASONALCOLOURANALYSIS- 
through (Nov. aridDoc,;Please co-ordinate /your clothing: and
register for the Wed. of your / (cosmetic colours; with/your ■ . .
choice by calling Jumping Mouse .(ftatuior facial ionesdet your sell ■ (L ( Woodford, : lillr.»pet District ;, 
Ch)1drr.h'<5'tTftftk.v6Sfi''-3i44' ................................... .... “ ' “ ...................... ....
34 ACUTE BED HOSPITAL
'requires full, timO/L.P,N.:Wages; 
per H.E.U, contract,(Resumo to;
,,,, lt en sTTo6ks.656c3,i'«4 . 
c/rts.SS i
'■'How! Color 'Paks 
Allen 652-1432/




The Bovliiw; bffbrs 
'PnEE(;''CLASSIPIKD 
(ADS;to;"tho»o,;'i>ortt,oin«' 
who tt r « II o r in o 11 y 
ompfoyodbuthrocur* 
re lit I y ou t of w orb * Y o u 
',miay'««lvii»rfl»«i,for''«'iob' 
or for th® Anlffl of your 
own morohnndlwo to 
Ooi|i«rat® funds. Th®t»
: nd® (niu»t: b«(' RlaoodIn 
('pfi ii|ioh; «l; th 0 / n« y l•w' 
((Of f I cp,’:'(ff P' ’ p cip'' I «t f (thI A 
':elw8*lfllcAflpn;;Wllf:;b» 





12 GUAQE WINCHESTER pump 
model 1897, one Poetz rod and 
reel,' one air rifle,: one rolotlller, 
one battery chargor, 24 Volts, 30 
amps.;New fishing lures, one 20 
guago and 222 over and under : :
Savage, two neW snow tiros and TIRES WANTED, 2 (,678-14
rims, 6,95x14. Send inquiries to ; snows: or summeri( 385'7307 ( 
Box "B" c/o The Review,; P.O. ovonlngs, (' ;;/ ■ ^
Boxao70 Sidney, B.C,y8l. 385,^^^^^^^:^
: Must bo accossablo and privately,,.;(
'AbjO^rrABLCbR^SS’TFbRM m ; ownod; Ca|l2874g02: lpb47
10507 Allbay Road, 
Sltlnov;B,0. 
VBL2P2 ' -■ 656
-1
now ( condition,'; Also;f electric//' 
scissors, like new, Phone 656'
18B7/'''^'''.("",3c47,';
fbuTPMlNTr*S?w,LAPIDARY .
, firincler, antique radios,,656-7088 :







/,;":;(( /■■ (:("' / (■:;; Cuncj nlo Wfilm prooiinf)
Ouanv li|t!', ’ ' , ' 1
IlniiK' liunoviitiijiif, 







. arranged, Morris,7994':Lcxh8ido;.((July, 2,3r83('^T year/old'.itialA ,
: 652-4688, 2c4 7: , /Cliampion and piovon ;,working:
Kennels,
'ItJuil'y,-,,,/ cords; split/ and, rtollverod:/; /rr n y 
('(Seasoned alder,: $90, green oldeit,/;
( I80; maple.; $90. Phoiie 385-; VellW To Rorid
237i::or; Sa!tsprlrig(lclarid::'663,;(';fp0f'J:Tbbinle;; S
” '9384(' Cfflfk nf N-twriLeggingCo:r("' shots,;/gontlo,/'(trflmBd ‘;hunter';('' 
. Firewood Supplier, 2p47 .... ..... JSiL
J&f:Dtiairidg©'(S^^
•PorinwtGr Oramu
•DMnUnn4i''S- * Wafer IfriM
joiiH Dftnn me Esniw/ires gdg-3gg!i
;,,h
mm MMiH
Page B6 THE REVIEW
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PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
SIX YEAR OLD BAY GELDING.
Registered. Sire: Jet of Honor, 
Dam; Speedy Bar Milly. Excellent 
disposition. Used for barrels and 
roping. 392-7570. 3p48
BRED PERCENTAGE — Purebred
Cows, Prebred Replacement 
Heifers for Sale at The Ranch. 
Write or phone Bonaparte 
Simmentals, Box 915, 100 Mile 
House, B.C. VOK 2E0. Ph. 112- 
593-4353orll2-593-4548.
1 pb47
MIST HAVEN RIDING ACADEMY.
Riding lessons for Christmas ? 
Also 4-day . riding/horse care 
clinic for beginner and novice 
riders. Dec; 27-30. 8:30 a.m. to 
,12 noon. Indoor arena, 10 min. 
from Victoria. Gift certificates. 
656-3167.; . / 5c51
3 Room groups. Bachelor 







GROW LIGHTS OF ALL KINDS, 
Flourescent, Metal Halide, High 
Pressure Sodium. Full Guarantee. 
Best Prices. Inimediate Delivery. 
Send $2 for Price List and 
Catalogue (includes greenhouses 
and hydroponics). WESTERN 
WATER FARMS, General 




Beautilui waierlront location in Sidney Water- 
views from every suite, large units. Fridge, 
stove, distiwasher, washer/dryer in most 
suites. Convenient ground lloor mini shopping 
in reinlorced concrete building.
REALTY LTD.
656-0131
FOR RENT; One bedroom 
apartment on 71h Street. W/W 
carpet, in bedroom & liv- 
ingroom. Rent includes Fridge, 
Stove, Cable TV. Water and 




DUPLEX — SIDNEY. 3 bdrm. 
fireplace, fenced yard, no pets. 
References. $500 per mo. 656- 
4066or656-4003. 23t
ONE BEDROOM HOUSE.
fireplace, large garden area 
possible. Suitable couple only, 
years lease required. $350 
month. After 5 p.m. call 656-6975 
or Mary’s Food 656-9343. 2p47
WILL GIVE excellent care to your 
estate, house, apartment in 
exchange for reasonable rent. 
Landscape contractor. 656-3852. 
4 c4 7
AVAILABLE JAN. 1, .1984, 
approx. 1,000 sq. ft. with 
excellent frontage on East 
Saanich Rd. Across the street 
from proposed major 
development in Saanichton. 
Lease available starting $600 per 
month. Triple net. Century 21 
Arbutus Realty Inc. 652-4488 
Frank Csi nos 6 52-3202. 4wc47
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
Sidney 1 bedroom, comp, 
furnished waterviewapt. Walking 
distance downtown. Utilities paid. 
Sorry no children or pets. $580. 
month. 656-7117. 2p47
TOWN HOUSE, 3 bedrooms, 1‘4 
baths, fridge, stove, children 
allowed, no dogs. $550. a month. 
Dec. 1 . References. 656-4587. 
2p4 8
QUIET PROFESSIONAL
GENTLEMAN seeks small private 
rural house or cottage for 
December 1.385-7307 evenings.
3 p4 7 " ^








Woods 2387 Beacon 656-7333 
Blinds driftwood centre
“REAL ESTATE 
: FOR SAFE ;
RENT INCLUDES SATELITE
'■.'■■TV,-;.
THE BEST GIFTS GROW ALL 
YEAR.: Hydroponic Garden 
Gomplete Ready to Plant. 
Includes: pump, nutrients, seeds 
. and guarantee. $59.95 WESTERN : 
"WATER : FARMS, ; : General; 
; Delivery, Aldergrove, B.C; VOX 
/lAO.^826-0322:- :;: ^ / lpb47
BACHELOR — $300. 
ONE BEDROOM. $440 
TWO BEDROOM $640.
CALL: Bob and Pat Richardson 
656-5251
ONE BEDROOM, w/w carpet, 
stove, fridge, cable TV, drapes. 
No pets, no children. Phone 656- 
1673. 3c47
ONE BEDROOM CONDO, stove, 
fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, no 
pets. References. $450 per 
month. 656-4066 or 656-4003.
■TtS
MUST RENT - IN SIDNEY. 
Beautiful 3 bdrm. home to share 
with present tenants in basement 
suite. Two full baths, living room, 
dining room, kitchen, appliances, 
utilitis included, $650 per mth. 
Available Dec. 1/83.656-5173.
2 p4 8
DELUXE CONDO in Briarwood, 
Sidney, 2 bdrm., 2 bathrooms, w- 
w carepts, drapes, range, frig, 
dishwasher, $600. Includes heat 






NO FRILLS!! Just a good 
Honest 3 bedroom 172 bath, 
1340 sq. ft. home of modern 
functional design on a treed V? 
acre in North Saanich, Extra 
accomodation in full Base­
ment. Immediate possession. 
Just reduced to $115,000.00











“Mo Job Too Small” 656-5604
J
TO LEASE - waterfront - Sidney. 
Available Jan. 1, 84. Delightful 
.character family home,;4 bdrms., 
;3 rbathrms. Sandy ; beach, 
spectacular view's, /close to 
schools, shops, marinas. $1,200 
per mb. plus utilities. 656-2085.
ONE BEDROOM furnished suite 
Brentwood Bay; Linens, utensils 
supplied, weekly room service, 
coloured cable TV. Available Dec. 
1, $450 month. ; 652-2234.
Bachelor units,; furnished with 
kitchenettes, Brentwood Bay, 
linens, utensils supplied, weekly 
room service. Available Dec. 1, 
$295 to $395;: per month. 
;Sandown Motel. 652-1551.: tfn
SIDNEY - sea views, 3 bdrm. 
townhouse, IVz baths, 3 
appliances, drapes, storage. 
Available now. $550.656-4779. 
2p48
ONLY $5,000. DOWN? Try
your luck on this unique split 
level on Stellys X Road, 
Special Garden Room tor your 
morning coffee and other in­
teresting features. Trade your 




Thorne - Lennon Electric (1976) ltd.
9813 THI RD ST,, SIDNEY, B'.C. V8L 3A6






Member - Victoria M.L.S.
656-1154 ; ■
WORKING Male looking for small 
house or cabin. Willing to do work 
for rent reduction. Stan 652- 
94687 :-4,p47
Established 1925
1976 18 FT; SANGSTER; F.W C. 
120;; Merc,;T15;v hipJ i*O. BT: and; 
trailer) $4,995. 656-0223 or 656-: 
; 4997 after5 p.m. 5p48 ,
“ REAL EST ATE
.^SSiCpD c A I p I u n \o/-\Li_ REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
1982 TOBA :SEDAN CAMPION
BOAT, ; excellent ;cohdition, : 260 r l 
Vblvb;mbtpr7;i980 Bay liner, flying |
'bridge,;-gobd:Cohdition, both 26'. i 
BbthTT\v i th:';/EZ Lbad ;: Ta ndem; ’ T 
/Trailers. Ph. 112-696-3382. Write 
John Fontaine, Topley, B.C.
Ipb47
19 MOTORCYCLES
,,,<1972 SUZUtU GT.^9Q.?iW9ter 
cooled, low mileage, offers 656- 
2546. 2p47
¥T;:||fl9,66;;7';i8’7/::TRAVEL;:,/TRAlLER;:;;:'^
excellent condition. $1,400.1978;r: 
SuzukijAOO, 4,000 original miles 
$700 ." Can; be seen at; 2302 ’
:/7i^:;/:/AmherstvSidney.;;'^T7T^TT^73nc49; l;
NEW & USED G.M. TRUCKS & 
CARS. Quality vehicles, Excellent:
; : prices,: Call collect 53A-7431 brily ;;
' . to John Couldwell - Ben Camper. ; 
//GOLD /KEV ;; PONTIAC BUICKT:
; LANGLEY,
; 1977 SUBARU 4 wheel'drive,
T mochanically: sound,;; excellent 
: Ibody);; no;T;ri;istT;;g winter;
: tractibri. $3 ,500 obo, 656-1216.
'"'TcVT' ' " ■
















;; G rou n d s /M ai n t e na nee; / Pet 
vCare,:;; alternate;;. Interior; 
Lighting/etC7)from',$5;00 
Per Day,
FOR MORE INFO: PLEASE 
PHONE JOE STARKE 
656-0747. / •
NO 'STEP BUNGALOW 
rquir'edjn ihe’ lower price ; 
range, for retired couple.- 
Garage -or carport riot 
essential. Joe or Freddy 
Starke. 381-1578, 
7652-9602: or 656-6747:; ©5
ON RESTHAVEN© close tg 
Marinas, 6 months old. 
1340 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 
172 baths, lots of cedar on^ 
walls and ceilings, a best 
buy for $92,500. Ted 





2489 Beacon Ave., 








/ / & SONS ;
Backhoe Excavating ★ Trucking
^^^^^^^/ / / GO^O/ fiAilTf^AN
; Excavatsng/Ltd. ''/
; : Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe Vv
/ 556 Downey







; Gdmme rcial / /zoned/; lot' ;i,ri;; 
/heart/:;of;/Sidney//?across- 
from/landmark//bldg,;/ Ap-' 
pro><7 6,000/ sq,/;ft./For 
niore':/ info;;call/:Freddy 
Starke 652-9602 or 
656-0747.
T 1959 RANCHERO 351 Cleveland
engine & black;leather interior,
' ' '■“tte^ rusti 'iast/xar; reasonably ;;; IUHW4 Iwj'vv t IWSWPWMMMI/
./tvpricod,;;' Any reasonable; ?,qller,
bcccpfed;658?127l7 ' '1047
/ CLASSIC ^ ECONOMY 1965 
Austin C a m b r i d go,4 door,; 
autoarntici; radio.l,ino:fr 
miles, excellent running ordoi•.:> 
';"‘$950?'obb,'A(lcr5p;m:v65^•
: I'URCFilASte OR LEASE now and/
; :'/used i'ciSi's;Jnd trucks from bur/ 
///huge © stock;Low ; bn-tho-sbot ?
Imnncing O.A-C. Overnight 
I;© :j accommodation; provided Troo (or 
// "out'Of iowivbuyof's,©Call collect;' 
;;;//;i.i;2,-‘B;7'2'>7’4,;lin;;.,/77E.PHYR© 
MERCURY :/i:$ALES;/; LTD.:///130/i 
; ; West Broadway, Vancouver, p,C. 
//'/V6 Y:,l 1 1>647"
BETTER THAN NEW
.;/::;<;::.;:.:/$77,900/,;//.;/:7/:©
■a bed ml// no stop/raneber:: 
/Ideal/starter or,retirement/ 
Jionie, Kilchen/with .eating; 
/area, /in ..line, >living-: 
/diningrni,/;'Witlv,/|1oalila1or; 
; Ibl/'/'Plush :;?/'wall/:;(mtvva|l:
: itiiuoul,: L.:isV;. c;iie . yairJ. 














Lovely, 3 ’ bedrm. /family 
home, large living-, 
diningrm/ with airtight 
heater, bay windows, 





mostly fenced., Traific free 
/sheet; in/popuia,r'.:area//All; 
this for/only;$119,SOO/Fpr 
/;more; info,;t)n'this fine pro-: 
/perty ' please;; call / Freddy: 




Is/proud / to/welcome aboard
































v hard top in' cxcollont; cdndillbn;/ 





1975 CASE 5B0 B BACKHOE,
■ Fouf'/in one oxtondohews, oxiro 
/bucket/only 2200 I'lrs,: Running 
Koar"' like';'; now,/'.used,;; dnv.miy / 
prbporty /for felast:/ 8;? years.;;: 
Sacrafico at $14,500 ,:727<2584;;:; 
'"2,C4,7
diosol power plant., Excellent 
;/:condition ;:,yi'itH,; 200; aal|oti;,;,(Mi3!/; 
7 tank/;? Pripo ?/$3800.00 / o.b.a/ 
;phbnc»H2'378-6707, /; 1pt:i47
/ HEAVY/MACHINERY,L Cats; 
loaders,.skidders and trucks, otc?, 
don't buy until you talk to uc;?We: 
/::?liduidalo repossossod machienty/ 
112*98.4^6835,,: .112-M8
evenings, lpb47,
.,,: haVc (.fVc largo.'jtt s1.«k good ucbd,; 
''■"'fbrkiHt* ,' In.'? Wentarin ;Canada':''"
DRASTICALLY REDUCED 
5-nEDR00(l/l // /
4 YEARS OLD 
$77,900
; :Tli,i/: lvi,mlly; lioniQ;; h,as/;,3;, 
be(iiooiiist;(ip/and.2/tlo\yn,:: 
Tfirj?basoni(jnt,/tias/a /llv/; 
i;iiigroqinv;:lull balm and kil-, 




/At Iho ;(3nd ;ol;a/c;ul-cl()''6ac 
noai/Sidney In an area /ot;,: 
;near:/noW',J:io'nios,/;Martjar 
vSbparalion; lorcGs//a;;.quitik: 
;flalb so/act?'; now/;; Larry 




:,y0l,ll,;;.::ll0mC: : 01/:,:. VIDEO 
bispiay. .111010 is no; 
;:,ct;iargb;|p(/!lil/;oxlra/Stir-/ 




J' /2388 Beacon Ave., to got:;. 
* " alFthe lacis: 656-0747// ?i
VENDOR WILL FINANCE
1ST MTG. AT 8%, ?
; 5 YEAR TERM / ■
Brentwood'S best deal. 
Almost 1,73 acres:of;level 
garden soil./This, properly 
is;i,deal for;horses;or other 
live stock/Tlie two bedrm,;
/ tjungalov7, is//cqrnplclbiy' 
..renovated and in im- 
maciilalo condition, plus 
;;ihorG;/is/ rcipni jor ai/wdrk/ 
/shop in part ,basoniorit, 
Hero today SOID tomor-, 
row, so hurry, Phone 
Freddy Silarku / 652-9502 
656-0747.
;: 1983 Coniuiy 21 ResI Eslnie Cnrpor,ilioivas 
.Iiiislce;i(>r. mii,KAP, •; und I M'-rV,if)(;ni,uks 
oi C,nnluiy':;i RimI [:5i.it(’'Coipor.iIion';' : /
EACH OFFICE IS INOEPENDENTl.Y:? 
OWNED AND OPEIIATEb f
203 2405 BEACON AVE.
652-3043 Bob Frew 656-ini 
656:7117 Bill Mosher 656-1111 
Steve Salaga 
388-6275 #1599 / 656-1111
2395 Beacon Avbnue 
Sidney, B.C.
///v/7/;://;;'Af^ES/KEPAiRS\&;l
^7115 West Saanich Rd., Brenwtood Bay, B.C. ; /
Ph. 652-2512 VOS 1 AO
•^Snisll En^iiiG Ropsifs g home ownefii
Lawnmowors, Chain Saws; Small outboards;/ 
parts, Accessories anditools./;;/;//;///'?;
IF YOU ARE SELLING your home, 
and you want the least problems, 
quickest sale and; most money, 
;thQn/cali ;Kelth Martin 656-4761/ 
/(or'; professional . service/'Block?/ 
Bros; Realty Ltd; 656?55B4 . 43rts ‘
HOTEL FOR SALE. Southwestern 
Manitoba; Clean Operation /; 
Excellent ; Buidling ; - Living 
quarters. Turning $600,000 plus, 
Hunting ■ Fishing ■ Golf • Sports, 
Additional Information, Call 1 • 










S^avel 2068 Henry Ave;
Steel Mon.-Fri. 7’-5 p.m. 
Culverts P






Kelowna ' B.C. / Two lakes, /two 
cabins.;Good.: huntingi/fishi ng, 
timber. Secluded, $400,000,; 











;/;’Roir!g;.:;inisinpss / arc; yourr/ldr';/ 
/112;nnn. :• niii?;?! inuflntnrv Which '■$ ,000,:; plus;i1 vo to y
'ca n.;../bo.?/ad jus 1 ed:/;; by'/.;,sal OS'//'
I i !•» n’ ,'/ .i-XLArmrx ’■> ' -1 ►-»/'i.Sparkling/; promises./ in;?'terrific 
//location; front! nB‘Ofi;main?road'In; ■;





/; i5‘mirL, drive (roiii Woolco,
Freddy Starke 652-9602, 
Joe/ Slarko 381-1578 or 
656-0747 Castle Proporlios 
(1982) Ltd,




/ / FAMILY HOME
/tills’2'acre; proptiTly/has 










: mainttsnance :,fal!iilv' home? 
;.;has :a;level/o.nli‘anc.e on a:, 




'/tw paiking In thi:rMr:. hn(1 
.? much/:inor,,;??iO ;::view:; call 
Larry Olson, 656-1050 or
?;66R-0747..r;/""'';"'?/
IMMACULATE: BUNGALOW 
// SUPER LANDSCAPING ;/ 
$83,900
::Thls,;.3:bedroom;iUlt/baam/ 
merit'homo; has. luiiit/ biien 









:haS;. a .la.mily::rooiii,;.:5pare 
/bedroom / anri / workshop 
/arM?;Ttiore Is o ;sun room 




/ Call ;FrafikiCsinds ;ot Contury::2l/
' ..... . " ' ....6'2./448B/// 'ArbutuSr RbaityiTncI ai;;6 : 
oKa l Res. 6'5 2:;3 2 02;;/:;:/: ;:.;4 wb4 7.
;$71,400/PRIVATE > Bungalow, 3;? 
/bright:, /spacious/:.robrhsi /plus;: 
./sroallor? /.bedroom/don;and 
;.,.usoab|o;/rittjc, fi replace,/'bloctrlc. 
hoal, ? renovated,' completely 
'redbeoratod, carpbtod.:Excellent’; 
?Sidnoy; location; wiih/Sbmb water 
;/V1 e W, Vn ca nt; ? 1 ns (X3c t; a 1. 10 4 4 2 
/Ro5thavftn.666/2926;^: / /^^^^^
, FOR SALE BY OWNER Hour; Plcx;/ 
; :(FQur. two bdrm; units) on lot 1.67./ 
/k;.164';'Foi/infd.? write:/Box::l.e.i;;?;;
' Fort N el sonB IQ: VO C1 RO 2?' 
;';i p'b4'7
:OKANAQAN ■ Closihg costs dov/n, 
/T'3:v;acroS;//.'/'grboti';viQw;;'-?;8C)od,. 
; ac&ss ■' /? walor-;and / hydro 
/aVailablej/Assumo payments of? 














Phttlips? RBB-5337 or 
/ 656-0747.mUfiH^TiIrti'niinii'tirffivT-itiiTirr-ff—-tfr-p-nm"'" i'*'"'ff*——-t
'VALUE/,;?iiv,;;ihis .luwiy: 
(ifff’.nmleri '4 htirir.nnm hon'e 
1.i'i,/Sidiir!y:;/;:,ClfBe;,';.,ib';:5nr.,;:, 
'Cihiibi'r Gftfitrd:andi ihiai'v/' 
■:A'skinq'/;:$79'?i*)00 '?'";:'To(l' 
Phillips /66fi-5337 fir 
656-0747
Marine. Auto A Saloly GlaSs hiRumrice Claims Piompiiy Hanoicd
/ /Window Glass:---^/Mb^ 656-1313
10114 McDonald Park Rd.
,///?''///'■ Hi... ;//''■//=■;/' ■ i/
i B iM
Pedrosa Masons Supply ud
6777 Oldflold 
Koatlng Industrifll Area
, stone:Marble,;.Masonry &. Landscaping 
Supplies/ Masons ;;T6oi&/,CBnifint, O.F.C; 
;/P(3Cor/.Stoite: X'/lriterlocking ,IVQduci£i,;;B/C.^ 
i/OlstiibuiPr,//|br/1/Tweed .;:8(oo|;/Fir
Syslems.-: 652-0522 : '?
«3ircci$;<-,$;ccf\e;;Lafidscapirtg






•Lawn« Garden / ;
• ‘ Mrtinlenatlee / 
•Priinlrig A Sprkying / 
•Foheing, Cement Work
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CUSTOM BOAT UPHOLSTERY & BOAT TOPS 
mW AVAILABLE IN STOCK - UPHOLSTERY FABRIC AND 
10200 BOWERBANK RD.
siDKEY 656-1622
REYNOLD’S PAINTiNO & DECORATING
★ Fully Insured ★Residential/Commercial
★ Quality Workmanship ★ Free Estimates
★ Interior/Exterior
★ 18 years experience ★ Crew of 7 people
PHONE 656-3894
Vampires should be given periodic blood 
transfusions and counselled to stay away from 
garlicky food and gin and tonic. They should also 
avoid having children, according to a British 
Columbia chemist. >
Dr. David Dolphin believes that myths about 
vampires and werewolves may be based on people 
who suffer from a genetic disorder called 
“porphyria”.
Irr porphyria, a family of genetic diseases, the body 
cannot make a vital component of the blood. 
Symptoms of these diseases include characteristics 
that legends ascribe to vampires, such as sensitivity to 
light and a need for blood components.
Normally, oxygen and carbon dioxide are carried 
in the blood by the molecule haemoglobin, found in 
red blood cells. The active part of haemoglobin is a 
compound called heme which contains iron and a 
substance called porphyrin.
Dr. Dolphin describes porphyrin as a“pigmcnt 
which is made in eight separate steps. Since each step 
is coded by a different gene, any one of a number of 
genetic errors may produce the disorder.” It is' 
therefore the site of the disease, he says.
In one variant of the disease, the defective 
porphyrinwill not bind to iron effectively—- which 
the body tries to combat by making more of the 
pigment. The defective porphyrin is stored under the 
skin and in the bones.
/ SADLER’S :
/T' Paiiltiilg St ■ 
Decaratiilg Ltd.
However, some of the evidence Dr. Dolphin has 
collected doesn’t fit the vampire legend. Quinine, a 
main component of tonic water, will also set off 
attacks of porphyria but the vampire myths do not 
mention warding vampires off with gin and tonic.
'Wolfbane, fabled as a charm against werewolves, 
can be explained without resorting to porphyria; it’s 
a naturally occurring rat poison. “It’s so poisonous 
that it will scare anyone off,” says Dr. Dolpin.
The scientist emphasizes that porphyria is a rare 
genetic disorder. The incidence is about one in a 
hundred thousand people, and it is probably 
decreasing because of gene mixing in modern times.
Since it is a genetic disorder, it could be eliminated 
in a single generation if those afflicted didn’t pass it 
on by having children.
Although it is now treatable and rarely fatal, 
porphyria is a serious condition and medical 
scientists are studying the problem cau.sed by the 
disease. Scientists in the United States, re.searcing the 
condition, have developed a herd of porphyric 
“vampire” cattle so they can work out how to treat 
the disease, says Dr. Dolphin.
“George HI was not a vampire but he did suffer 
from porphyria. The disease unbalanced him 
mentally and he was called Mad George.
“Perhaps his insanity, caused by porphyria, is the 
real reason the United States isn’t still part of 
England today,” muses Dr. Dolpin.
Mount







, 652-2176 ' ■
Spraying Wall Papering Renovations 








f WeTo thiem All’’ ,:
Mount Newton middle 
school is presenting a 
theatre production, P/firce5 
Please!, a musical comedy 
about a group of high 
school students who are 
tryi ng to do a musical based 
bn the Charles Dickens 
classic David Copperfield. 
It is really a muscial within 
a musical, says a school 
spokesman.
Mount Newton / has put 
together a cast of some 40 
student actors^ singers^ and 
dancers. Wto numbers Ike ^ 
that and the energy of 
students on stage the 
presentation is predicted to 
beSiah evening of
:/9810':F6urtli:St,
\ , 1*^'Sepic^iResiaeiitial’: 
Corninei'ciai S564SII 
or 385-2434
The show runs Dec. 1 and 
2, curtain 7 p.m., in Mount 
Newton gymnasium. 
Admission is $2 for adults, 
$1 for students. Tickets at 
the school'
Bert Morrey Plumbing & Heating
Licensed Plumber Construction and Repairs
Specializing in Hot Water Heating




: ^ Eaves a Chimnoy






South Islands Roofing ltd.
TAR AND GRAVEL, NEW & RE-ROOFING 
REPAIRS, LEAKS & MAINTENANCE 
FREE ESTIMATES




/ SERVmO THE PENINSULA 
" QLIALIFIEO SIAFF - FREE ESTIM
■ -tfliipimi' iind,f ollinij i)flfl()«totu TfMt' / ' / v'
-Wnnififl "M«i« rtri Tiitii« *0tnlim»r\ttis nim
The Sidney group of the 
Save The Children Fund 
holds regular meetings at 2 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on 
the second and fourth 
■Wednesday in each month. 
New members or visitors 
warmly welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress 
Club meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. 
in Shady Creek United 
Church Hall, 7184 East 
Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Sidney Stroke Club will 
be meeting the second and 
fourth Wednesday each 
month, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall. All “strokers” 
w'elcome. For more 
information call co­
ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
You can help, the 
Salvation Army needs 
clothing, household 
articles, appliances and 
furniture for its 
rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Can we help you? Call 
Community 
Counselling Centre, 9788- 
2th St., Sidney, V8L 3Y8 
24-hour answering service. 
;:/:Callb56-i;247U.:;-:,,;,/j;,;/:':T^f 
/ /::;'W.o,menfs'i,;,/;Su p po.rC 
Group. A discussion group 




1:30 p.m. in the 
Community Counselling 
'Centre,' :9788-2th/T S 
Sidney V8L 3Y8. For more 
information call 656-1247. 
Grandparents — are your
Men and women of all 
voices are welcome — if 
you like to sing please join 
the group. For more 
information call 656-5301.
Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (STAG) located at 
2304 Oakville St., behind 
Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula 
youth aged 13-18 years. 
Clubhouse winter hours are 
7-9:30 p.m. Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Thursday and 
7-11 p.m. Saturdays.
STAG floor hockey 
nights at Sidney elementary 
school gym are held every 
Monday, 7-9 p.m.
STAG also offers pool, 
foosball and ping-pong, as 
well as many other special 
events and community 
projects. All activities are 
free and no registration is 
required. Parent and teen 
inquiries welcome. For 
more information call the 
PCA office at 656-0134 or 
drop by and pick up a 
program at 9788-2nd St.
Ability Personnel 
Association is a project 
created to promote 
employment opportunities 
for men and women aged 
over 45 years .The / office 
will assist people inTinding; 
job opportunities, working / 
with them to determine 
their skills and capabilities 
and helping them to present 
themselves in saleable 
terms. For more 
/information phone 385- 
5000. tfn
Sidney 676 Kittyhawk 
/Squadron meets every 
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. to 
8:30 p.m. at the Air Cadet
n i t pure grandchildren far away? A 
.entertamnient
Hall oniCahora/RdwCdrne
young mothers non-,.------ , ^ ,.. , , ^ ,
support group (Capital offer for those aged 13 
r-___________ vca/ts/ and older or phone
;and’&s^,/v:whtoiwei|have to
Families) - needs help with ‘luu umci
child care IVi hours each the hall at 656-4423. 
week. Call Patti at 656- ' The Capital -'Region
6296. — • /“Association'^"^ for -the
Victoria Housing Mentally Handicapped ’ 
Registry, 1923 Fernwood Christmas store is now open 
Road. Free matching rental at Springwood and 
services. Landlords 381- Sentinel. Products made by 
1335, tenants 381-1205, the handicapped. Location
Monday to Friday 11 a.m. - is in the Trafalgar Square 
5 p.m. Help with housing shopping centre, 
bfrihlftnc Rrentwofid Bav 5?tore
Arbutus Realty Inc.
•Jim Smith •Roger Framplon
Listings needed 
F^^ EVALUATIONS
//; For:airyoui';Rogling Needs/ 
Shakes, Shingles, Tar 
& Or aval & Repairs
problems. Br t o y. St r
Attention ladies; all voice hours are 9 a.m.-12 p.m, 
ranges - we want you to sing and 1 p.m.-4 p.m., Monday 
barbershop-style. It’s a fun to Friday. 6-51
Most Monday nights Pregnant and wondering 
7:45 p.m. at the Legion what the future holds for 
Hall, Mills Rd. For more you? Sidney Community 
information call 652-3030 Health Service offices of 
or 656-1906. the Capital Regional
Central Saanich senior District can help you. Join 
citizens have moved to their vis and other couples in a 
new centre at 1229 Clark comfortable atmosphere of 
Rd., Brentwood Bay, (652- leanung l througli filrhs,I 
4611). New membersns discussions and 
welcome. A of exercises.-Register now, In
activities is available at the Sidney call 656-1188 
bentre, which is open daily 
10 a.nr. - noon and: 2
Saanich and tiic Islands 
Ladles (SAILSy fdir Social 
Credit / meet I the third 
Wcdnc.sclay of each month,
For further information 
please call 656-6232,
Sidney Twlrlers and 
Drum Corps take lessons at 
Sidney elementary school 
from 6 p.m. Thursdays, fpor/ 




Disarmument Group incct.s 
thtoChlldren Fund regularly, lo help us, join 
Christmas cards arc on sale ^riformation
r., I.ean656-4842,
i ; now4t ■ ! JUnipill® 
f Book Store on Beacon Ave.
All proceeds from the sale sponsored by CMHA and 
of cards go to the children’s the community, meets 
fund, 8-51 Mondays 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
to
Speak French and want in Margaret Vaughan Birch
skills?
CFULI.Y INSURED: REAS0NA0I.E RATES 856-0570
/ B e;: y p u r./ovy n:;;:b'63s i: a n d:,;:^,n|oy'|;'t h e:;!Te wir 







Toastmasters En fUms, recreation, light! 
f Francais meets Thursday lunch and an opportunity to 
cvepings 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. niect others. For more 
For'more ihtormaUbjY/callTlnfbrrhation; call 652.1483 
.598-3729 or 598-1316. after 6 p.m, or 658-5414
All ngc.s welcome to table weekdayfi. 
tennis at Brentwood The Saanich Peninsula 
elementary sclioo), 7:30 - Toastmasters Club now 
:;'/9:30,; p.ni, ;Mondays,-/Mpre!:1heets:;ai::.7:30, piiili-:-Tucsd{iy/ 
information 652-4580 Of cychingsj at GentraLSattnic^ 
652-1531. ' municipal hall, 1903 Mount
Is overeating creating Newton.
problems in your life? Volunteers are needed to
Tuck :si.opsutSin./nre n^S i m ‘<‘'*'1
/ MnmfX 07^ !n,i ItitcrurHon. For more
Pcntaul. 'sWr. meei Muv™'»'^-7101, locnl 
every Tuesday 7:30 - MO
.p.iii.jal iheTioyaiCaiiwaiau Alco^»Uei/;:a Aituiiyiiiou«,;
l.cgion Hall on Mills Rd. - 10 groups meet every 
New rnembers and visi week on the Saanich 
welcome. Wel^ known hits Peninsuln, For more 
from musicals as well as Information or help call 
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Christmas craft fair! The Vic West Communhy “Y” 
(521 Craigflower Rd.) plans its third annual Christmas 
craft fair noon to 9 p.rn. Nov. 25, and 10 a.m. - 5 n.m. 
Nov. 26. The fair features 46 craft booths, music and 
refreshments. Free admission. For more information, 
contact; Vic West Community “Y”, 521 Craigflower Rd., 
388-6120 (weekdays). 3-47
♦ ♦
tea, bake sale and crafts will be held Dec. 1,2-4 p.m. in the 
lodge, Mills Rd. 2-48
Third annual Crystal Garden Christmas craft fair, 713 
Douglas St., Nov. 22-25 features an extravaganza of 
quality handcrafts by 150 B.C.’s finest artisans. Live 
continuous musical entertainment. Light lunches and 
refreshments served on the promenade overlooking garden 
and crafts. A fee will be charged for admission. Hours 10 
a.m. to 9 p.m. daily. For more information call 658-8333 
or 658-8825. 3-47
I By Marjorie Denroche 
Welcome to two new 
Peninsula Community 
Association board members 
appointed at the last 
meeting of the board, 
Wally Spence and Colin 
Graham. Both men have 
extensive expertise in the 
field of fundraising and 
finance and will be a great 
asset to the board. At no 
time has there been a 
greater need for active, 
imaginative fund-raisers 
willing to become involved.
The Peninsula Old and 
New Shop 11 is now open 
but there is still art urgent 
need for more volunteers 
from the Brentwood area to 
/ assist in the shop, which is 
conveniently located at 
/ Trafalgar Square. Why not 
drop in and talk to one of 
the friendly volunteers?
; ^Speaking of dropping in, 
and dropping-off, the Spirit 
6f Christmas activities are 
now getting underway and 
/ drop-offs for food and toys 
haye/inow been organized.
; The f Sidney Review office 
will once again accept food, 
toys, and cash donations 
(tax receipt provided), toys 
can be left at all the 
fireballs, and food and toys 
can be left at either the 
PON n at Trafalgar or the 
Peninsula Community 
Association office at 9788- 
2nd St.
Let’s get into the spirit f 
and make this a time for 
. sharing with’ these in the 
.community who are facing 
a difficult season.
The Christmas Fair on 
Dec. 3 at Saancha Hall is 
rapidly approacing and 
EVERYONE IS
WELCOME!!! Groups and 
craftspeople are busily 
preparing for this special 
- event and one is almost 
guaranteed “finds for
St. Mary’s Church, Cultra Ave., Saanichton, invites you 
to their Christmas Bazaar to be held Nov. 26 from 10 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. Bake stall, crafts (Christmas items), attic 
treasures, plant stall, books and splendid Christmas 
hamper draw. Hot scones, tea and coffee for a small fee. 2-
>i< * *
The Parents Group at Brentwood school are holding a 




Mezzrow’s Records Presents Victoria’s fifth annual 
record swap meet at the O.A.P. Hall, 1600 Government, 
Dec. 4, 11 a.m.-5 p.m. For more information call 381- 
2633. 2-48
♦ * ♦
The Mth annual Empress Hotel Christmas Craft Fair, 10 
a.m.-9 p.m. Dec. 5-7, features wide variety of juried 
handcrafts by 90 professional Island Craft-people. 
Continous live musical entertainment. New location this 
year in the spacious, elegant Empress Ballroom on the 
main floor of the hotel. For more information call Bente 
Rehm at 658-8333 or 658-8825. 3-49
Women’s Aglow Christmas banquet will be held 6:30 
p.m. Dec. 6 in Sidney Travelodge. All men and women 
welcome. Speakers Donna and Doug Roberts. For tickets 
phone 479-8462 or 652-4636. 2-48
* ^
676 Kittyhawk Air Cadet Squadron, Sidney is having 
annual Parents Night and an Open House Nov. 24 at 6:30 
p.m. Everyone is welcome at the Air Cadet Hall on Canora
Rd. 2-47
Rev. H. J. Jones will be visiting St. Mary’s Saanichton 
for Evensong at 4:15 p.m. Nov. 27. During the service he 
will license the Rev. Roberts Sansom as incumbent of the 
parish and at the same time dedicate two windows 
presented by the A.C.W. in memory of past members. 1-47
Beaver Pt. Hall on Saltspring Island is the site for a 
Christmas craft fair, Dec. 2, 3, 4. 2-48
♦ »lc
Brentwood Community Club plans a Christmas turkey 
and bonana bingo Dec. 5 at 7:30 p.m. (Acro.ss from 
Brentwood elementary school;) 2-48
Panorama Leisure Centre has over 20 workouts to 
choose from this summer. We’ll help get the body fit and 
firm with classes geared to a variety of exercise levels. The 
music is motivating and the exercises safe and effective.
All coming events items must be submitted before 5 p.m. 
Friday to be published in the next issue of The Review. All 
items may run for a maximum of two insertions. Non­
profit organizations only please. For more information 
please phone 656-1151.
★ ♦ *
A giant garage sale will be held from 9 a.m. Nov. 26 at 
the Legion Hall on Mills Rd. 2-47
bif.
The Adoptive Parents’ As.sociation will meet Nov. 24, 
7:30 p.m. at the lounge, 1627 Fort St. 1-47
* ^ *
The women’s auxilary to Rest Haven Lodge Christmas
knowledge of basic crafts an asset but not essential. The 
program runs Mondays 9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. at Margaret 
Vaughan Birch Hall on 4th St., Sidney. For more 
information call Marketa at 652-1483.
Silver Threads Service, 10030 REsthaven Dr., Sidney, 
will be holding a Christmas bazaar 1-3:30 p.m. Nov. 25.
air
PR. SyE McTII^GART
Kittyhawk Air Cadet 
Squadron 676 is holding an 
open house 6:15 p.m. Nov. 
24 at the Air Cadet Hall on 
Canora Rd.
This year coincides with
annual parents night and an 
opportunity for people to 
visit the squadron, observe 
cadets on parade, meet 
squadron staff, the 
sponsoring committee and
the various sections at the 
cadet hall — flying 
scholarship, band, shooting 
and photography.
Cadets look forward to 
this night as several awards











Don’t forget you can 
bring your contribution for 
Christmas hampers to the 
fair. There will be Lion’s 
Club members by the big 
Christmas tree in the foyer, 
and last year they received a 
station wagon full of goods 
at the Fair. What a start to 
their collection campaign!
Sidney RCMP are asking 
merchants to get involved^ in 
National Grime Prevention; 
Week, to be held Nov. 27- 
Dec. 3. An RCMP 
spdkesnian told the Saanichj 
Peninsula chamber of 
commerce Nov. 17 police 
are putting together a 
package on armed robbery, 
valuable property, 
shoplifting and
Neighborhood Watch. Also 
major points for business 
security — how to make 
premises more safe and less 
inviting for people to break , 
into — and for a premises 
security check where 
merchants can call in 
officers trained to carry out 
checks to properly and 
“make it a little safer’’.
All businesses in Sidney 
/ and; North Saanich will be 
/;'Canvass;ed.■;■":':'/■■■:■'"■■/:■/■"





























WohuUeers needed for endse till
pkg. .... .
The B.C. Society for to volunteer their services 
Crippled Children is and help out on the cruise 
sponsoring a Christmas should call Linda at: 382- 
cruise for 150 handicapped 3171. 
youngsters Nov. 26 on the 
Queen of Esquirnalt, A^^^^ 
spokesman for Sidney to P'ck children up|
Lions one of the
service clubs participating accompany them ;on- the 
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FLETCHER'S BONELESS . .
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